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Wind weighting, the adjustment of rocket launcher or impact parameters
 
to accommodate prevailing winds, has for years been more of an art
 
than a science. The main reasons are the non-steady characteristics
 
of the wind profile and the complicated nature of the rocket response
 
during the wind perturbation period.
 
Conventionally, the problem of wind weighting on a rocket has been
 
phrased in two ways: (1) for a given launch elevation and azimuth,
 
evaluate the impact range and bearing; (2) for a given impact range
 
and bearing, predict the required launch elevation and azimuth.l The
 
former is straightforward. Given the physical and aerodynamic
 
characteristics of the rocket and a wind profile, the equations of
 
motion may be numerically integrated to achieve impact. The latter
 
involves an iterative procedure, and therefore, several trajectories
 
may have to be integrated. Iterations may or may not be convergent,
 
and in many cases the procedure can become unacceptably time con­
suming.
 
In order to avoid integrating the equations of motions several times,
 
the usual practice is to simulate the total wind effect on the com­
plete trajectory rather than evaluating the continuous wind response
 
along the path. This is achieved by defining a "ballistic wind
 
velocity" and a "unit-wind effect", such that their product yields
 
the effective displacement of the impact point due to wind.
 
A computational procedure, SENS-5D, has been developed and pro­
grammed in Fortran-Y to calculate the wind-weighting functions needed
 
to evaluate ballistic wind and unit-wind effects. Coriolis deflections
 
and the first derivative of impact range with launch elevation are
 
also calculated. If desired, a detailed time history of the coordinate
 
and aerodynamic variables computed during integration of the equations
 
of motion and a summary of salient variables at the final burnout,
 
apogee and impact points (payload and spent stages) are available.
 
These data may be used, with a known field, to solve the wind-weighting
 






For simple and accurate simulation, thiis program utilizes the 5
 
degree-of-freedom rigid-body dynamics model from first stage ignition
 
to the last stage burnout. After the last burnout, the .program
 
shifts to the 3 degree-of-freedom point mass dynamics.
 
To save time the program assumes linear aerodynamics, i.e., the
 
aerodynamics coefficients are functions of Mach number only.
 
For stability concern,.both the aerodynamic damping and the jet
 
damping terms are used for angular motions.
 
only axially symmetric rocket is considered. No attempt has been
 
made to include the effect of thrust or fin misalignment and center­
of-gravity deviation from the symmetric axis.
 
Earth model is a rotating sphere. A 1962 standard atmosphere has
 













Inertial Coordinate System (X, Y, Z):
 
Origin -- at earth center.
 
X - on the earth equatorial plane, pointing to the zero 
longitude at launch. 
Y - on the earth equatorial plane, pointing to the 900 
longitude at launch. 
Z - perpendicular to the equatorial plane, pointing to the 
North Pole. 
Earth Coordinate System (XE, YE' ZE):
 
Origin -- at earth center.
 




YE - on the earth equatorial plane, always pointing to the
90' longitude.
 
ZE - perpendicular to the equatorial plane, pointing to the
 
North Pole. 
Instantaneous Topocentric Coordinate System (XT, YT' ZT): 
Origin -- at the projection point of the moving rocket on 
earth surface.
 
xT - on the local horizon plane tangent to the instantaneous 
projection point of the rocket, directed along the local 
geocentric north. 
YT - on the local horizon plane tangent to the instantaneous 
projection point of the rocket, directed along the local 
geocentric east. 
zT - perpendicular to the instantaneous local tangent plane, 
directed along the geocentric radius vector and pointing 
toward the earth center. 
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Body Axis Coordinate System (xB, YB, B):
 
Origin -- at the center of gravity of the rocket.
 








zB - in the principle plane of symmetry of the rocket,
 















[T] BT = translation matrix (3-2) 
FCosOCos* Sin4SinOCos*-CosSin* Cos4Sineos *
+SinSinJ 
[ ] B+T =tCosGSin SinSSinin +Cos*Cos Cos4SinOSin -Sin Cos j 
LSine SinCosG Cos4Cosj 
= rotation matrix (3-3)
 
o - Euler angle for pitch
 
i - Euler angle for yaw
 




However, for the present 5-degree-of-freedom case, the roll angle is
 





B T =lCosS~in Cos SinOSin (3-4) 
-Sine 0 CosO 
Transformation from Instantaneous Topocentric Coordinate System
 
to Inertial Coordinate System
 





[RT -SinpSinx CosX -CospSinl
 
Cosp 0 -Sin j 













X - longitude of the Instantaneous Topocentric Coordinates 
origin with respect to the rotating Greenwich longitude. 
k - longitude of the Instantaneous Topocentric Coordinates 
origin-with respect to the inertial zero longitude at 
launch. 
X = X + WEt 
WE - angular velocity of the earth rotation. 
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x xB 	 . 
Y =[R] B 	 I YB + T] B- I (3-8) 
where
 
FR11 R1 2 R1 3 1 
[R] B I = 	 jR2 1 R2 2 R2 j = rotation matrix (3-9) 
LR 31 2 R3 3j 
R = -SinwCosXCosCos -SinXCosSin +CosiCosXSine 
* = SinpCosXSin-SinCosp
 
R = -SinpCosXSinCos -SinXSineSint -CospCosXCose
 
R = -SinSinXCos6Cos +CosXCosOSin* +CosuSin!SinO
 
R = SinpSinXSin*+CosXCos* 






R = CospSinSCos* -SinuCose 
NOTE: Here 	again the Euler angle of roll (-) has been 
eliminated from the transformation components. 
[R CoswCosX] 
[T] 	 BI R cossinX = translation matrix (3-10) 
LRSinj j 
c 2R= (RE +h) = + y2-+ Z12I/2 	 (3-11) 
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3.3 BODY AXES DIRECTION COSINE VARIATIONS
 
The angles of the direction cosine are sometimes undefined, e.g.,
 
the heading azimuth becomes indeterminate if the flight elevation
 
reaches 900. Thus, the elements of the rotation matrix (e.g. 3-9)
 
are calculated from the orientation angles only during problem starts.
 
Afterward, the elements of the rotation matrix are determined by
 
integrating the time rate of change of the direction cosine elements.
 
The time rate of change of the rotation matrix elements can be cal­
culated from pitch (P), yaw (Y), and spin (S) as follows: 
R11 R12 R1 3  R11 R1 2 R 13  0 - P
 
R2 R22 R23  = R2 1 R2 2 R23  0 -S (3-12) 
0
R31 R32 R33
31 R32 R33 

Since three of the nine rotation matrix elements depend on the re­
maining six, it is sufficient to integrate only six rotation matrix
 
glements ard calculate the remaining three from the relation
 




 R21 R32. R31 R22
 
R23 = R31 R1 2 - 1l R32 (3-13) 
R33 R1 1 R 2 2 - R2 1 R1 2 




The wind profile data is usually gathered and made available to the
 
range by on-site or nearby weather station. The composite wind data
 
are smoothed and edited into the format of.local north wind component
 
(WN) and local east wind component (WE) vs. altitude (h). Due to its
 
random nature, the vertical drift or gust of the wind is totally
 
neglected in the present simulation.
 
Since the wind data are in local topocentric coordinates, transfor­


















to body axes coordinates 
4.2 COMBINATION OF THE WIND TO THE ROCKET MOTION
 
The rocket velocity relative to the true air is equal to the rocket
 




VRA= v + v W (4-2) 
wRA w+w W 
RA W 
where (u, v, w) are the velocity component in body axes coordinates.
 
Finally, the total velocity relative to the true air becomes
 
[u 2 + VRAVRA RA 2 + WA2]1(4-3)1/2 
and VA 










In SENS-5D forces are assumed to vary linearly with the aerodynamic
 
angles arising from vehicle motions relative to the air mass.
 
These angles are defined as:
 
Angle of attack H a = Tan 1 [WRi/uRA ] 
J ":'(5-1)
 
Angle of sideslip 2 8 = Tani 3vRA/URA] 
The resulting forces are:
 
Drag (force along X-axis) 2 D = CDqs
 
Normal force due to a (along Z-axis) 2 N = CNqs 
Normal force due to 8 (along Y-axis) R N = N qs (5-2) 
Jet damping force (along Z-axis) F. ML Pjz NC 
Jet damping force (along Y-axis) H F.y = mNcY 
-ecause an axially symmetrical vehicle is assumed, we have
 
CNa = C = d CN , = 0 when a,8 = 0.
 
The moments arising from these forces are:
 
Pitching moment (about Y axis) = M = N sm 
Yawing moment (about Z axis) 2 Mz = N Lsm 
Pitch damping moment (about Y axis) F M MY = Cmp (Pd/2VRA)qsd (5-3) 
Yaw damping moment (about Z axis) F Mmz = Cmy (Yd/2VRA)qSd 
Jet damping moment (about Y axis) 2 Mjy = FjzNC
 




Again due to symmetry, CM C MY In the above equations:
 
q = dynamic pressure 




m =time rate of change of mass
 
Lsm= static margin (5-4)
 
LNC= distance from nozzle exit plane to c.g.
 
CD = drag or axial force coefficient
 
CN = normal force coefficient
 




Y = pitch rate (angular velocity)
 




6. EQUATIONS OF MOTIONS
 
For the purpose of achieving both time saving ahd sufficient accuracy,
 
the present trajectory simulation employs 5-D rigid-body dynamics
 
from the first ignition to the last burnout. After the last burnout,
 
3-D point-mass dynamics is adopted.
 
6.1 	 5-D RIGID BODY DYNAMICS
 
6.1.1 Equations of Linear Motions
 




r = VX2 + Y2 + Z2 
be the distance of the vehicle from the center of the earth. The
 
linear motions are then given by
 
S3 + [R]B--- , (6-1) 
dt2 r3 	 m 
where
 
GM = 	 product of universal gravitational constant and mass of 
the earth, 
[R.BI = rotation matrix from body to inertial system (see 3-9) 
m = total mass of the vehicle,
 








with Th and D as thrust and drag forces respectively, and other
 
terms are defined in Equation 5-2.
 
6.1.2 Equations of Angular Motions
 
The equations of angular motions are written in body system. It is
 
assumed that rocket is axially symmetric and that roll is neglected.
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Let (PY)be the angular velocity vector about Y and Z axes 
(i.e., pitch and yaw) respectively. Then the angular motions are 
given by 
d - (6-3) 
dt 2 .  I 
where
 
I = moment of inertia about Y or Z axis,
 
M = external moment (torque) on the vehicle,
 
0 
= -M y M My
 
MM - Mm -M.Mjz " 
with the terms above defined in Equation 5-3.
 
6.2 3-D POINT MASS DYNAMICS
 
The equations of linear motions are written in inertial system.
 
No angular motions are considered. The equations are given as in
 




r G r + [R -- (6-4) 
dt2 r 3m r LT+I 
where
 




(Th-D) Cos e Cos aK(T-hD) Cos e Sin a (6-5) 
-(Th-D) Sin e 











The integration technique is Adams-Bashforth's fourth-order, modified
 




Given k first-order differential equations
 
d2y 
- fi(x'yi); i i,----k (7-1) 
dx2 . 2 
and values of y, and therefore f(x,y), at four equally- spaced inter­
vals (h) of x, the result for y at the fifth point of x is obtained 
by the following scheme:
 
(0)h 
Predictor: y+l.= Y +h [55fn-59fn+37fn 9f (7-2) 
Modifier! - (0) y(0 , (7-3) 
cn+i n+l n 0) 
'
Corrector: Yn T [9fxn+l'Yn+l)+19fn-5fn-+fn-2] (7-4)
 
Final Value: y (c) 19 . (0) (c) (7-5)
n+l Yn+l 770 Yn+l - Yn+l 




Expressions (7-2) and (7-4) have local truncation errors. Errors
 
are proportional to h 5 times the fifth derivative of y. Assuming
 
that this fifth derivative does not vary appreciably in the interval,
 
they are given by the second terms in (7-3) and (7-5) for the pre­
dictor and for the corrector respectively. The second term in (7-5)
 
is, therefore, a measure of the truncation error in Yn+l, and there­
fore control of accuracy and adjustment of step size h can be done
 
by generating the following test value:
 
k wi (O) .(c) , 
=l Yn+l n+l j (7-6)
 





If 6 is greater than the upper error tolerance, step size h is
 






Starting the predictor-corrector method requires the functional and
 
derivative values at four equidistant points. yo and f(xa,yo) are
 
given initial conditions.. For computation of yI, f(xlyl),
 
Y2, f(x2 ,Y2 ), Y3 and f(x3 ,y3 ) and for adjustment of the step size h
 
to accuracy requirements, a special fourth-order Runge-Kutta pro­
cedure suggested by Ralstort is used.
 
For initial control of accuracy and adjustment of step size h in
 
starting the integration, a result for y l)= y(x0 +h) is computed
 
using step size h, and then another result y(2 )= Y(X 0 +h) is com­
puted using step size h/2 twice. If the relative error, defined by 
= 1 (2 _41) y(2) (7-7) 
is less than 10-5 , then solution y (2)is assumed correct. If
 
6>10-5, step size is halved, and the procedure starts again at point
 
x0 . In case step size is less than a given minimum, the last
 
solution y 2 )would be assumed correct.
 





8-. WIND-WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS' 
8.1 BALLISTIC WIND FUNCTION
 
Ballistic wind velocity W is a hypothetical wind which is constant 
in direction and magnitude from the ground level to.a defined upper 
limit of the effective atiTosphere Zmax. In SENS-5D, Zmax = 100000 ft. 
The integrated effect of W on the rocket impact is equal to the 
integrated effected of the actual wind. 
Ballistic wind is defined by
 
N di i (8-1) 
E d.W. 
.N (8-2)
-z di i zmax = N ,l=l
 
where Wi is the wind velocity at altitude levels i = 1,2,3,---N, 




d. -= IiIi- 1(8-3)
 
such that Ii is the impact vector with winds between ground and 
the ith altitude levels only. di's are sometimes called wind­
weighting function, so called delta-f(z) curves. 
Another wind-weighting function, which is of interest is f(z) curve 
defined by 
lI.-I 0 
f 0 (8-4) 
1 IN-I 0 
8.2 UNIT-WIND EFFECTS
 
The unit-wind effect 6(e) for a given launch elevation e, is the 
magnitude of the impact displacement vector due to a unit ballistic
 
wind to the height Zmax., Assuming that the rocket response to wind 
is linear, the impact displacement vector due to the winds is
 
6(e)W. The definition of 6(e) is extended to prbvide for head, tail
 





As with any aerodynamics program, the most difficult problem for
 
the user is understanding and preparing the voluminous input required.
 
We have attempted to simplify the preparation of the input data.
 
The input data are split into two sets. Set 1 is a series of four
 
program control lists, which use the FORTRAN 'NAMELIST' facility.
 
set 2 encompasses the aerodynamic tables. The data is read with
 
FORMAT(V), a list directed read operation which may be peculiar to
 
Honeywell Series 6000 FORTRAN.
 
SET 1 




Set 1 consists of four lists, all of which must be present. The
 
lists are: DLIST, BLIST FLIST and ULIST. DIST may be empty if one
 
desires to keep all of its default values.' The other lists may be
 
empty only if they are to be bypassed. All the lists have default
 
values defining some or all the input variables. They may be over­
ridden by re-defining them.
 




Definition of the Variables in DIST
 
The format of DLIST is:
 
$DLIST in Columns 2'through 7, and then
 
GDLATL = Geodetic latitude of launcher 
LONGL = Geodetic longitude of launcher 
TZERO = Initial time 
AZERO = Initial altitude 
VZERO = Initial velocity 
ITAPEI = Number of the file code used for the input of Set 1. 
This is a dummy entry. The program forces Set 1 to be 
read from file code 05. 




ITAPE3 = Number of the file code for storing thrust-mach tables 
after cross-interpolation to get one time table and one 
mach table. 
ITAPE4 = Number of the file code for storing data to be used for 
spent stage calculations.
 
Step size to be used from launch through apogee
DTLA = 

DTAI = Step size to be used from apogee through impact
 
DMIN = Minimum step size allowed 
DMAX = Maximum step size allowed 
EPTINY = Minimum error allowed during integrations 
EPBIG = Maximum error allowed during integration 
ERW = Vector of error weights used in the predictor-corrector 
VOLIM = Minimum initial velocity 
VLIM = If current velocity < VLIM, apogee is assumed. 
HLIM = If current altitude (after apogee) < HLIM, impact is 
assumed. 
ORDER = Array of length 14 storing the orders of polynomials used 
in interpolations to create one time table and one mach 
table. 
IPUNCH = Punch-out option. 
= 0 No punch-out.

/ 0 Will be punched-out.
 
after the last item in the list.
 
Definition of the Variables in BLIST
 
BLIST controls to option to calculate burnout flight elevation,
 
apogee altitude, spent-stage impact, and payload impact range as a
 
function of launch elevation angle and payload weight,
 
If this option is not required, enter BLIST as an empty list with 
%BLIST in Columns 2 through 7 and $ in Column 10. 
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The format of a non-empty BLIST is:
 
$BLIST in Columns 2 through 7, and then
 
NPL Number of payloads-
PLM = Array to store NPL payloads 
AZGDL = Launch azimuth (geodetic) 
NANG = Number of launch elevation angles 




AHIGH These four variables are used to define a given constant 
wind from one altitude to another, and zero elsewhere. 
WIND = Wind speed (always positive) 
WNAZ = wind azimuth, measured clockwise from North, 
(North-to-South ot East-to-West is positive wind) 
ALOW = Minimum altitude of the wind 




DIR = These four variables are used for defining a variable 
wind, i.e. a wind which varies with respect to altitude 
NLEV = Number of altitude levels 
ALTW = Array of NLEV altitudes 
SPEED = Array of wind speeds (magnitude of wind velocity) 




















JSPENT = 	 Option for calculating spent stage(s) trajectories 
= 0: no calculation 
= 0: will be calculated 
after the last item in the list.
 
Definition 	of the Variables in FLIST 
FLIST controls the option to calculate the wind-weighting factor as
 
a function of altitude.
 
If this option is not desired, FLIST must still be present as an
 
empty list with OFLIST in Columns 2 through 7, and $ in Column 10.
 
The format of a non-empty FLIST is:
 
$FLIST in Columns 2 thropgh 7, and then
 
WPL = Payload weight
 
AZGDL = Launch azimuth (geodetic)
 
ELGDL = Launch elevation (geodetic)
 
WIND- = Wind speed (always positive)
 
WNAZ = Wind azimuth (measured clockwise from North, while
 
North-to-South or East-to-West is positive) 
NLEV = Number of wind altitudes 
ALEV = Array of NLEV altitudes 
IROT = 	 = 0: non-rotating earth 
0: rotating earth
 
IPRINT 	 0: summary only
 
1 detail trajectory with summary
: 

= 2: debug option
 
after the last item in the list.
 
Definition 	of the Variables in ULIST
 
ULIST controls the option to calculate the coriolis deflections due
 
North and East, range derivatives and unit-wind effects for head,
 
tail and cross winds as a function of launch elevation angle.
 
As in lists BLIST and FL4ST, ULIST may be empty if this option is
 
not desired. For an empiy list, put $ULIST in columns 2 through 7
 




The format of a non-empty ULIST is:
 
$ULIST in Columns 2 through 7, and then
 
WPL = Payload weight 
AZGDL Launch azimuth (geodetic)
 
NANG = Number of launch elevations
 
ANG = Array of NANG launch elevations 

WIND = Wind speed (always positive)
 
ALOW = Minimum altitude 
AHIGH = Maximum altitude 
IROT 0: non-rotating earth
 
7 0: rotating earth 
IPRINT = 0: summary only 
(geodetic)
 
= 1: detail trajectory with summary 
= 2: debug option 




Unless otherwise defined, the following values for the variables in
 





































































































































0, 50, 100; 200,.500, 1000,
 


















These data are read from file code ITAPE2 (=1 unless redefined in
 
DLIST of SET 1) using "FORMAT(V)". This is a list directed read which
 
may be peculiar to Honeywell Series 6000 Fortran. Data are entered
 
on cards using columns one through 72 (1-72), and are separated by
 
commas, spaces, or by beginning a new card (see pitfall 2 below).
 
Decimal points should be used in real numbers, deleted in integers.
 
All units are feet, pounds, degrees or seconds.
 
SET 2 begins with a title card and is divided into a block of general
 
data and a series of phases. A new phase is required whenever a change
 
in aerodynamics, vehicle geometry or a step change in weight occurs.
 
Each phase is preceded by its own title card. within the general block
 
and each phase, data are presented in a specific order as groups or
 
tables. Each group or table is also preceded by a title card. The con­






In the general data block, the first group contains the total rocket
 
weight (less payload); followed by the time at which point mass
 
(rather than 5-D) integration is to begin (normally the start of the
 




1. 	phase start times (referenced to zero)
 




3. 	discarded weight of spent stages (one for each time in Table 2)
 
The first value in each table must be the number of data points
 
(an integer) in the table. Each table must have at least one entry,
 
zero if no other value is appropriate. If the limits of an indepen­
dent table are exceeded, the last corresponding dependent values
 
are used in subsequent calculations.
 
In each phase the first group of data consists of four vehicle di­
mensions. They are nozzle exit area, length of the vehicle, reference
 




1. 	Time (since phase start) for thrust and weight;
 
2. 	Thrust (one value for each time in Table 1. Vacuum reference is
 
assumed unless the word "SEA" appears in the title card for this 
table); 
3. 	 Expendable weight remaining in this stage (one value for each 
time 	in Table 1);
 
4. 	Mach number for drag coefficients;
 
5. 	Drag coefficients (one for each entry in Table 4);
 
6. 	Time (since phase start) for gravimetrics;
 




8. 	Pitch moment of inertia (one for each time in Table 6);
 
9. 	Mach number for pitch damping coefficient;
 
10. 	 Pitch damping coefficient (one value, entered as a positive
 
number, for each entry in Table 9);
 




12. 	 Slope of normal force coefficient per unit angle of attack
 
(one 	for each entry in Table li);
 
13. 	 Mach number for center of pressure location;
 




The 	rules for table entries in the general block also apply to the
 
phase tables. If the limits of an independent table are exceeded,
 
the 	last corresponding dependent values are used in subsequent
 
calculations. Data are not saved from phase to-phase.
 
Input of SET 2 is greatly facilitated by the use of preprinted forms
 
containing the title cards and spaces to record data. A set of forms
 
prepared for use by the Ground and Flight Safety Section, SQAEB,
 
NASA 	Wallops Flight Center is shown in Appendix A. The user may find
 
this 	input clearer after scanning these forms and the sample input
 




1. 	It is a rule of "FORMAT(V)" that only one delimiter (comma,
 
blank, etc) appear between values in tables., Particularly, lines
 
should not end with a comma, and a given value may not be con­
tinued on another card.
 
2. 	A zero level of thrust is always taken with respect to a vacuum.
 
Therefore, during coasting phases, the thrust table (input as a
 
single value, Zero) must not be titled with the word "SEA", or
 
errant forces may be calculated for nozzle exit corrections.
 
3. 	SET 2, each phase, and each data group or table must be immediately
 
preceded by a title card and must appear in the order specified.
 
4. 	In SET 1, all four namelists must be present, and each must be
 
closed with a dollar sign ($). Examples of empty lists appear
 






Appendix C shows the output which is produced when the input set of
 
Appendix B is used.
 
Page 1 is an echo of the Set No. 1 input lists.
 
Pages 2 through 5 are an echo of the Set No. 2 tables.
 
Page 6 gives a summary for the reference trajectories.
 
Page 7 gives a summary of the trajectory of the spent stage.
 
Page 8 lists the F(Z) and DF(Z) data for the given wind condition.
 
Pages 9 and 10 list the unit-wind effects, range derivatives, and
 
coriolis deflections both in English units and in MKS units (which
 
are often required for off-range operations).
 
Page 11 is an echo of the punch output of the SENS-SD data which
 
may be used in wind weighting. Reader should note IPUNCH = 1 in
 
$DLIST of input data (see Appendix B).
 
Pages 12 through 19 list a detailed trajectory which may be.useful
 
in comparing the SENS-5D trajectory with another trajectory pro­






APCAL: 	 Calculates current time, altitude, surface azimuth, and
 
surface range at the apogee point.
 
APSTEP: 	 Calculates the time that will be taken from current position
 
to the apogee point. This is used in adjusting the step
 
size until the apogee is approached.
 
ATMSPH! 	 Computes temperature, pressure, density, and the speed of
 
sound using an eighth degree polynominal.approximation
 
for the 1962 Standard Atmospheric Tables.
 
ATTERP: Calculates the indices within which the current altitude
 
falls in the altitude tables (called by ATMSPH).
 




BAI: Integrates the trajectory, for a given set of NANG eleva­
tion angles and a set of NPL payloads. Prints out salient
 
features at burnout, apogee, and impact points.
 
BOCAL: Calculates current time, altitude, surface range and
 
azimuth, and relative velocity at the final burnout.
 
EFFECT: 	 Calculates, for a given payload and a given set of NANG
 
elevation angles, unit-wind effects for head, tail, and
 
cross winds, coriolis deflection, and tower tilt.
 
FZCURV: 	 Calculates for a given payload and elevation angle the
 
F(Z) curve. Also calculates the ballistic wind factors
 
defined by DF(Z) = F(Z) - F(Z-I).
 
IPCAL: 	 Calculates current time, altitude, surface azimuth and
 
range at the impact.
 
IPSTEP: 	 Calculates the time that will be taken from the current
 
position to the impact point. This is used in adjusting
 
the step size until the impact is approached.
 
LINT: 	 Program for linear interpolation using Aitken's Iteration
 
method employing a polynomial of degree up to 10. This
 
can be used for extrapolation, but with caution.
 
LIST: 	 Prints input data.
 
PCM: 	 Knowing values at a set of four points, it integrates at­
the fifth point (step size DT). Procedure is modified
 
Adams-Bashforth Predictor-Corrector method. If error
 
> EPBIG, step size is decreased by a factor of 2; if
 
error < EPTINY, step size is increased by a factor of 2.
 
It determines if the phase will change after DT, and up­




RDATA: Reads from disc number ITAPE2 the thrust and drag data, 
interpolates for one time table and one mach number table, 
and stores the data on disc number ITAPE3. 
REFAZE: Updates the thrust-drag data, the integration variables, 
and mass at the phase change. Also stores integration 
variables for spent stages. 
RK4: Runge-Kutta method of order 4. At launch and whenever the 
step size changes, this subroutine is called. There is 
an option to integrate one step or three steps. (Reference 
3) 
ROCKET: Interpolates aerodynamic variables employing tables created 
in RDATA at current time and Mach No. 
RTERPc Calculates indices to be used in ROCKET. 
RTIMAT: Calculates at the current time the rotation matrix from 
topocentric to inertial axes. Also calculates altitude. 
SETIV: Initializes the various physical parameters necessary to 
start the integration at launch. 
SOLV3D: Solves for functions F in equation Y' = f in 3D after final 
burnout. 
SOLV5D: Solves for functions F in equation Y' = f in 5D from launch 
to final burnout. 
SPENT: Calculates trajectory for each spent stage. 
SPLASH: This is similar to BAI, but is called by EFFECT and FZCURV. 
TPRINT: Prints in detail the salient features along the trajectory. 
WCONST: Constant wind table. Given the input parameters (WIND, 
WNAZ,.ALOW; AHIGH), it creates table: ALTW(l) = ALOW, 
ALTW(2) = ALOW+I, ALTW(3) = AHIGH; VELN(l) = VELE(l) = 0, 
VELN(2) = WIND X COS(WNAZ+PI), VELE(2) = WIND X SIN(WNAZ+PI), 
VELE(3) = VELE(2), and VELN(3) = VELN(2). 
WTERP: Interpolates for wind velocities at current altitude. 
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12. PROGRAM VARIABLE DEFINITIONS 
A Rocket thrust and mach number tables, A (IJ). 
element number. J has the following meanings: 















Propellant weight table, 
Mach number array for drag coefficient. 
Axial drag coefficient. 
Time array for C.G. position (from nose) and 
moment of inertia. 
= 7: Distance from nose to C.G. 




9: Mach number table for pitch damping coefficient. 
10: Pitch damping coefficient 





12: Slope of normal force coefficient. 
13: Mach number table for nose to c.p. distance. 




Relative acceleration in inertial coordinate system. 
Axial drag.;, 




Altitudes of wind strata for F(Z) curve. 
Minimum altitude below which wind is zero. 
ALT: Current altitude. 






Array for launch elevation angles. 
Altitude at the apogee point. 
Surface azimuth below the apogee point. 
Surface range below the apogee point. 
Previous altitude for interpolation among the wind altitude 
table. 
APT: Current time at the apogee. 
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ARRAY: Dummy array to store data or variables.
 
AZ: Current azimuth (geocentric).
 
AZGD: Current azimuth (geodetic).
 
AZGDL: Launch azimuth (geodetic).
 
B: Array of length 4. In B(J), J stands fort
 
















BOA: Altitude at the burnout point. 
BOAZ: Surface azimuth at burnout. 
BOEL:.- Elevation angle at burnout. 
BOR: Surface range at burnout. 
BOT: Current time at burnout. 
BOVL: Relative velocity (topocentric) at burnout. 
CA: Drag coefficient. 
CF: Array of conversion factors. Multiplying by CF(J) means! 
J = 1: radian to degree 
= 2: degree to radian 
= 3: nautical miles to feet 
= 4- feet to nautical miles 
= 5: inverse of acceleration due to gravity (GO) 
= 6: feet to meters 
= 7: meter to feet 
= 8: nautical miles to kilometers 
= 9: kilometers to nautical miles 
CMP± Pitch damping coefficient 
CONST: =34.163194 x 10­ 3 0K/meter. Constant in atmosphere 
pressure formula. 
DENS: Current atmospheric density. 
DENSO: Air density at sea level = 2.3769 x 10­3 slug/ft 3 . 
DIR: Direction table for wind. 
DMAX: Maximum step size during integration procedure. 
DMIN: Minimum step size during integration procedure. 
DPS: Array for storing integration variables S(14). 
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DT: Current step size for integration. 
DTAI: Initial step size for integration from apogee to impact. 
DTLA: Initial step size for integration from launch to apogee. 
EL: Current elevation angle (geocentric). 
ELGD: Current elevation angle (geodetic). 
EPBIG: Tolerance used in step size control (if current error 
> EPBIG, step size is decreased). 
EPTINY: Tolerance used in step size control (if-current error 
< EPTINY, step size is increased). 
ERW: Vector of error weights used in predictor-corrector 
method. These weights, in conjunction with EPBIG and 
EPTINY, are used to control step size during integrations. 
ESQ: Square of the earth's eccentricity =6.6934217 x 10-3. 
ESQI: I - ESQ 
ESQI: I/ESQI 
F: Array to store the functions f in the differential 
equation y' = f. In F(I,K), I denotes: 
I = 1,2,3! inertial velocity components along x,y,z. 
= 4,5,6: inertial acceleration components along x,y,z. 
= 7,8: rate of change of angular momentum about y 
and z.. 
= 9,10,11,12,13,14: time derivative of the body-to­
inertial rotation matrix. 
GAMA: Current elevation angle (geocentric). 
GAMAL: Launch elevation angle (geocentric). 
GDLAT± Current latitude (geodetic). 
GDLATL: Latitude at launch (geodetic). 
GM: Product of the universal gravitational constant and the 
mass of the earth. 
GR: Acceleration due to gravity at the current altitude. 
GO: Acceleration due to gravity at the sea level. 
HALTB: Geopotential altitude table for the temperature curve 
from 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere. 
HLIM: Altitude from the surface at which the trajectory (impact) 
has to be terminated. 
HPI: Half of 7T. 
HPREV: Previous interpolation value used in atmosphere table. 
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IPAZ: 	 Surface azimuth below the impact point.
 
IPR: 	 Surface range below the impact point.
 
IPRINTI 	 Option for printout of the trajectory variables:
 
= 0: summary only
 
= 1: detail trajectory with summary
 
= 2: debug option
 
IPT: 	 Current time at the impact.
 
IPUNCH: 	 Option for punchout of range, burnout, flight elevation, 
unit-wind effects, and delth f(z) curves. These are used 
as input to 5D wind weighting. 
= 0: no punchout 
) 0: will be punched out 
IROT: 	 Option to consider rotating or non-rotating earth: 
= 0: non-rotating earth $ 0: rotating earth 




ITAPE2: 	 Disc number for inputting thrust and mach tables.
 
ITAPE3: 	 Disc number on which processed vehicle tables are stored.
 
The tables are cross-interpolated prior to the trajectory
 
simulation phase for faster program execution. (The two
 
tables with time as an independent variable are given a
 
common time axis; the four tables whose independent variable
 
is mach number are treated similarly.)
 
ITAPE4-	 Disc number to store data for spent stage calculations.
 
IYY: 	 Pitch (= yaw) moment of inertia.
 
JS: Subscript for separation times.
 
JSPENT: Option for calculating trajectory for spent stage(s):
 
= 0: no calculation 
0: will be calculated
 
KPREV: Previous subscript used in atmosphere interpolation sub­
routine.
 
KSP: Number of entries in the spent stage table for drag co­
efficient,
 






LATL: 	 Latitude at launch (geocentric).
 








LPREV: 	 Array for storing previous subscript used in interpola­
tion of thrust and drag tables.
 
MACH- Current mach number.
 
MASS: Current mass of the vehicle.
 
MDOT: Current rate of change of the propellant mass.
 
MLAST: 	 Number of levels in wind tables.
 
MPL: Mass of the payload.
 
MPREV: Previous subscript used in the wind tables.
 
MPROP: Current mass of the propellant.
 
MSEP: Table of separation masses.
 
NAME: Name of the vehicle.
 
NANG: 
 Number of entries in array ANG (launch elevation).
 
NCON. Option for initialization for various purposes:
 
< 0: Initialize all variables if launch coordinates
 
(latitude, longitude) are changed.
 
= 0: Initialize all variables if launch settings

(elevation, azimuth) are changed.
 
= 0: Wind not present.
 
> 0: Winds present.
 





 Number of entries in the wind altitude table.
 
NM* Array for storing number of entries in array A.
 
NP: Current phase number.
 
NPL: Number of payloads.
 
NPI: NP + I
 
NPMAX: Maximum number of phases that the program can take.
 
NPST: 	 Total number of phases.
 
NSEP: Number of weights to be separated.
 
NSMAX: Maximum number of separations that the program can take.
 
NSP: Total number of separations.
 
NVAR: 	 Maximum number of entries for array A.
 




ORDER! Array to store the degrees of polynomial for each A in
 




PHI: Polar longitude (00 <PHI <3600). 
PHIL- Polar longitude at launch ("). 
PHT: Array to store times at which a new phase begins. 
PI: Constant 7r. 
PLM: Array to store payload masses. 
PSI: Current azimuth (00 <PSI <3600). 
PSIL: Azimuth at launch ("). 
PRES: Current atmospheric pressure. 
PRESB: Ratio of air pressure at a given altitude to.sea level 
pressure (Ref. to 1962 U. S. Standard Tables.) 
PRESO: Atmospheric pressure at sea level. 
QPI: 7r/4.0 
QS: Product of dynamic pressure and aerodynamic reference area. 
R, Current distance from the center of the earth(inertial). 
RE: Earth's radius at launch site. 
RKSTEP: = 1: Integrations performed one step by Runge-Kutta 
method. Used near the phase termination boundary. 
3: Integrations performed three steps by Runge-Kutta 
method. Three steps of Runge-Kutta are used in 
obtaining starting values for predictor-corrector. 
RMASS: Total mass of the vehicle at the ignition minus payload. 
RQ: Equatorial radius of the earth. 
RTI: Array to store rotation matrix (from topocentric to 
inertial). 
RXY: Projection of R on the inertial X-Y plane. 
So Array to store the integration variables: S(J) 
J = 1,2,3: inertial position coordinates (x,y,z) 
= 4,5,6: inertial velocity component (along x,y,z) 
= 7: pitch angular momenta 
= 8: yaw angular momenta 
= 9,10,11,12,13,14: the elements of body-to-inertial 
rotation matrix at the current time. 
SLOPE: Change in atmospheric temperature with altitude. 
SPI: Array to store the integration variable(s) for spent stages. 
SPEED2 Speed table for Wind. (Wind direction is denoted by DIR, 
and altitude by ALTW). 
SPM: Mass of the spent stage. 
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SOUND: Current velocity of sound.
 
SOUNDO Velocity of sound at sea level.
 
SRAZ: Current surface azimuth (bearing).
 
SU1§M1 Rocket mass minus propellant mass of a thrusting stage.
 
SY: Angular rate about body y axis.
 




TAV: Array to store initial time, altitude and velocity.
 




TEMP± Current temperature in atmosphere.
 




TEMPO: Temperature (atmospheric) at sea level.
 




THETA: Polar latitude (00 < THETA <180 )
 
THETAL: Polar latitude at launch ("). 
THR:± Thrust at vacuum.
 




TSEP: Mass separation times.
 
TSLOPE: Slope of temperature with respect to altitude.
 




VA: Components of air-relative velocity in body axes.
 
VEL: Current relative velocity.
 
VELE: Table of east components of wind velocity.
 
VEIN: Table of north components of wind velocity.
 
VLIM: If the current VEL < VLIM then apogee is assumed.
 
VPREV: Array for storing previous interpolation value in A.
 
VT: Components of velocity in topocentric system.
 
VOLIM: Minimum velocity at launch.
 
WE: Current east component of the .windvelocity.
 




WN: Current north component Of the wind velocity.
 
WNAZ: Direction of wind velocity measured clockwise from North.
 
WPLI Weight of the payload.
 
X0: Inertial X component at launch.
 




ZERO. Practical value of zero = 1.0 x 10
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SFN5-5D 	 CA..CULATIONS 821N---­
[NPUT PATA.SET NO, 1--	 -- _ __ 
5DLlrT 	 ALERO:=, IPUiNgCI. S AGi,~:q 4 
















ROCKET VEIGHT, URNcOUT TIME
 
151 9 tO, 2*0
 
N, START TIMES FOR PHASES
 
4, 	 ;OjO1?, 3,2~~l2,-
N, $T4RT TIMES FOR PEf?T SIAG8
 
N, TA5Lg OF dEIOHTStFOQR SPENT STAGES
 
PU NQg COM; THIS IS THRUStING PtIASE ____ 	 _RErI qqnEqS 
NOZZLE gXlT AREAL LENGTH FROM NOSE TO NOZZLE REF, AREA, REF. DIAMETER
L 

N, TIE TABLE FOR THRUST, AND 1PWELLANT WEIGUT .. 
22. 	9.v o;I.O,04#A,'05i Q, 0, 0,841 14 iJ4., 2,04,?4
 
?,9, 2,64. 2.79# y1.0Y, 3.09, 3,2, 3 1 3,46_ t, 4
 3j j4. 
N, TJ-39TiIS AT SEA kEXI 
--- - - -- - --­22. 	 9?dM, 26439-0j 39j7-0 4T628-,0 4239?1 0j 4M 91 4326! 0
 
43 5 06 4i4750g of2,0I7
45667546O, .0. 
25;o0 33648,0, 40a4;d; 16343M ij8abi 5~7~~i , 
N, RQPELANT W IGHTS (NOT MAS) , 
N, AXIAL D'RAS COEFFS, 
N, TIME TABLE FOR CG,.AFR9M NOSE) DISTAVCE AND PITCH MOMENT or INERTIA
2., 	 Q8 3,53
N, TAQL.9 LJACH NOS, FOR 4LInM flAMPIWI OEFS, - -___ 
N, 	,G DISTANCE FRQN NQS .--

N, 	IfC MOMENTS OF INERTIA - -. .. ..­
12, 	It 0, 5., 1,5, 2; , 3.0. 3,5 4 t , ? 9
a.Oi , 
N, PITCA DAGqIJ COEFFS, 
lt2, , 9 92, V, ,
1.595, 't7@
N, TALE OF 4ACN NOS, FOR DLDT±O)rN0ANDAPITCH. EINfE.
OL 
N, 9.q OF 0MALFROE OEF,. 	 .. ---------. . 




12t 0 9 1.9 1. 1,.i i.20~ OQt3 5 9t1i ED01 .20 Lf 
N, § ITA S FROM NOSS
 
PHAE NgI.NS-,COMENTS THIS IS C0$SING PHMS6
 
NOZLe e0T AREA, LENG rROM NOSE TO NOZZLE iEF AR. REV, DIAMETER
 
O,DA~,QyO 230, ),54... 
N, TIE TABLE FOR THRUST AND PROPELLANT WEIGHT 
NTHUSTS AT VACUUM 
NJ PROPILLANT WEIGHTS (NOT MAS$)
 
N, TABLE OF MAC NOS, FOR AXIAL DRAG.COEFFS, _ _ 
7, 1,1 L;, 3,0, 410# 5,q0 6,0, 8,0 
N, AXIAL PRAS CaEFFS, 
7, U T31s 4 5 , .42t.L?.~stl~ .36 
TINE TABLE FR CG. (FROM NOSE) DISTANCE-AND PITGC MOMENT OF-INERTIA
N4
%I Of 
N, 0C9, DISTANCE FROM NOSE 
Is 7,7B3 
N, PITCM MOMENTS OF INERTIA 
N, TAQLe OE MACH NOS, FOR RjTCN AMPING COEFS, 
9, 1,, 2"0, 3.0, 4.0, 5,0, §,D, 7,0, 8,0k '20,0 
N, PITCY DAMPIG COEFFS, 
9, 17,4 153;# 122,1. 104,6r 88,94, 78,48, 69,7bjf 6976, 60'.76 
N, TAQLE OF 4ACH NOS, FOR 5O -- NORAl FORgE CUFFS, 
1!0! .0 , 20.091. ;Af ~ID 5 4A. .0, 
N, SLOPi OF 'O"MAL FORCE COEFp,
 
9, U, , ,471 ,33# !261 L22,..j9, .17, *J1 t16. -
N, TA4L5 OF AACd NOS, FOR CPj ;FROM NOSE) DISTANCUS 
9# Ilg 2'Q, 3,0j 4,0, 501,Q.0. 7,0, 8,Q, 2, 
N, c.'!. OISTANPrS PFOM NOSE 
PHASE NQ,3 BEGINS, COMMENTS THIS IS THRtIAING PHASE 
NOZZ4L1 Xlr AREA, LENGTH FROM NQSE TO NOZZLE& REF, AREAi REF; PIJAETER 
0,,24,15, 383 0230H,0542 
T, TAL WEIGHTIM FQR THRUST AND PROPESLANT 
21, 0, DP04 ,08 ,15, .5, a, 1, 1., £,, 1, p 21J 2,4 jL-219S 
N, THjUSTS AT VACUUM 
21, i7li! 252te 78711s 7671 j 7546,1 7 67 1. 817?t Bt 874 
§07i,1 5971,p 91?6,, 9641to 9521" 737 ,, 31711 ;p7±iA9_ j__ _. 
47&,j 0,0 
N, PRPELLANT WEIGHTS (NOT MASS) 
§3,46, 47,54, 31130j, lo4 L 611 .4117,, It461 ;61A ,241 il7o 0,,01 
N, LAhLI QFffAQ NOS±.F)OR AXIAL DRAG COEFFS. 
So Iy 2.0, 3,0# 4,0. , ,o ;, 200 
N, 6XAL DRAG CoEFFS, 
S. .0,7B, '62# ,53, t46, f 4 2 t 34,e 34t 
N, TIME TAtLE FOR C,G, (FRO4 NOSE) DISTANCE AND PITCN MOMENT Or INERTIA 
..,......... 
NQ9,ij P1~IANQE?QM4 NOSE_________-21 Zt B3i 7.1$5 --- - -- --
No ITCY MQMSNTS OF INERTIA 
N, TAQg OF MACIl NOS, FOR PITeV nAMeINq CgQFfq. 
9
~t .b 2.9, 3,Q, 4.O, SaQy 40.O 7.9tQ.9 Q.0~a -
NJ&.ICGH.QIAMflING Q.PEES. -------­ _________ 
Op 174 157,, 12,1. 104,6j 88;94i 78,08 6 9 t? 6?;76, 69;76 
N, TA8L1 OF 4ACH NOS,'FOR SLOPE-OF-NONML FOPRE COFt 
-­
_______.- - -
N, SLgPE OF O'qHL FORCE COEFPS, 
9 1 9'1, ,471 33, !26y 22T 19, 117l 96[ 116 
N TAdLE QF) CAHQQ2EHQFM NOSE) DISTANCUS 
... 
________ 
N, C,, PISTANCES FROM NOSE 
PHASE ND,4 BEGINS, COMMENTS; THIS IS COASTING A6D LAST PHASE 
NOZ4Le EXIT AREA, LENGTH FROM NOSE TO NOZZLE& REF) ARA REF, DIAMETER 
N, TIME TABLE rOB THRUST AND PROPELLANT VIEIGHT 
It 0, 
N, TH6USTS AT VkCUU 
It, 0, 




OF MACH NOS, FOR AXIA6 DRAG COEFFS, 
2;,i 3,0, 4gO0p5Soo. 6,0, 6,9j 20,9 
ORAG CEFrS, 
N, TIME TAdLE F R CG (FOM NOSE)h .Qj 
N, Gtq, DISTANCE FROM NQSE 
It Of 
N, EITCH M0$UNTS OF INERTIA 





N, IA6Lg OF 4AC4 NOS, FOR PITCH DAM'ENG..OSFFS,
 
IL Q 
NP PITCy OAMqING COEFtS, .. .
 
N, TA9L9 OF "ACH N-OS, FOR SLOPEOFoNORMAI. rORWE TOFFS1
 
I& 0f, - - -
N, SLQPV OF 4ORXAL FORCE COEFFP, - . 
to Ot 
N, TAqLE OF MACH NOS, FOR CPj (FROMNOSEI DSTANCS
 
N, M, DISTANCES FROM NOSE
 
4f 0, 
SQeUT STAGt NOIj BEGINS, COMMENTS 
TIjM OF SEPAqATION, SEP4RATED EIGKT. REF A -
N, TABLl OF MCH NS OAXLnAGCOEFFS. _____ ____ ___________A A DA2Q.&
_OLOe 

N, AXIAL DRAG QE.FFS, 
2, P,. O. 
4 .Jt _v 




TRAJECTORY SUMMARY AT BURN0 OUT, APOGEE AND IMPAC
T
 
VEHIqLj = NIkE CAJJN 
PA 0fp -55;6b [i - -






A P 0 G1 Li R N 0 U T I M P A C T 
EL - " TIME ALT RANGE TIE -" ALT "LANT/ EL FLT/L rLTAZ TIR PANCE AZ 
CDEG) CSEr) CrT) (NM (EI (FT) (NM) (rTX9ECO (DE I (DEG) (SEe) %(NNI DEGS 
70 00 -17794 22'CD 4.1 -- ---- - ­42521,9 55920, &i40j
72-0U B2>9 45973 5908 22,UU 56965 3-7 5765,00 65;96 9,4 20 225 
74800 62 474109, 54;9 22,66 5793b, 3,3 5776,98 68;63 f±9 87 367,39 jB72 121,3 
76'i 190 19 4914Q7. 40,4 2260V va7s; 2 , 5759.34 7i;31 iiq82 374 36 99; 1Zij42 
78,00 193,17 519755' 432 22,00 5932, _t2 5799,8j 74;oU i9176 380139 866;C j;s4 
O36j6- 22,UU ... 60.656 21 9108,36 76,7t jjQ,68 385,44 73,4 i2f'69 
82,06 1 984 5377o8, 29.4 2ty 606841 58522WTQjO7*39i 59,2 1 -2 
84, 0 199'76 546997, 22;0 22,O 61,087 1,3 5Oa,4' 8;i± ji,35 39261 442 12P24860 v 5 553482, 140 Z2:7 1 1
84-82 11S.94 304*7o 28-7 i22;95;8,0 201,8 2,.4± 6i372, ojB 5824 j051$81. 201,46 557308, 6;4 2210 61539 0,4 9826,15 87,53 107,62 395,79 12,9 ±5i35 
9o±00 - 55R125 1.6 22,0 689; O 5826,76 A9,73 323,35 3939q 3.2201;54 0,0 28172
 
C- 6 




TRAJECTORY SUMMARY FOR SOENT STAGES,
 
veHIqL NIKE CAJLN 
PAj LOAD = 50.00 LBS (PARENT VEHICLE) 
LAVNC1 AZ 120,00 L'EG (j, 
WIND ZERO
 
EARTH r RTtTING MODEL 
S E P A R A GET I -Q_ NAIMNPACTAT 

LAUNCH NO, TIME -- IGH LT R--" AZ VEL LT-A-"'- - ---E RT ." -LT/EC -. 
EL4b1Ge (SEC .($LUC) (FT) (NMI (D6G (FT/SEQ) (DEO) 1EG) (SEC) (NM) (DFG) 
7o.lu 1 3,52 564 9O 5762, 093 $*963 330814b 68,29 119;62 199.64 39,27 120,50 
72.oQ 1 5T4o0 5842, ,3 ±957 33o8,3o ±±958 202:32 J5;9a352 7D,45 ±20;61 
74..C9 I - 3152 - 56" 00 ....591; i3p ii l O3B8 72,64 ±19;a . 20472 32'4o 120a64 
-
76,00 1 3t52 56,DC 5974t 0,25 jj9,44 330 76 74,R2 j1jw44 *' 0--r -"-- 206WF; 
?8.,o 1 3152 564,OO 6030, 6;20 1131 30-sA 717;05 119;34 268;67 24;a" J20.70 
qO.GO 2 3.b2 564,00 6076, 8U9 ±193±4 3 7;ie ji9j1 j02j 20.80 12074 
42.0Q 1 3,52 554 :00 6115, i;ip 118,0 3367,62 3;7 118,98 2iji45 16:67 120;80 
3152  
&4.oo 	 I 964,00 6145, 0.1Z 118'62 330?jS& s55 ii8a62 212;40 12:45 120;99 
1 3652.-j 54q _A1 6 .r 6 ;6?z±j7 3361, 95,7 ii? 9o 2i~S 8;j6 121;095 5 8  88.0 	 1 3,2 564.00 6177t 0,0) l g 3-710 87j9t2 12IF),6-7- 13.. . 3;83 j2j;73 
9
 o. 1 3 52 56,00 618y, O 355,31 33Q7644 89180 359352 213;45 0;53 291.93
 
C-7. 
NAA WA6LPS FLIGHT CENTER 
WALLQP 1L§ P VIRGINIA 
F(Z).CV!VE AND BALLISTIC WIND FACTCS 
VEI ~IF N IKE_ CA JLN 
PAY I0AQ = 50,00 LBS 
LAVNQH EL = 80,00 bEG 
LAYNQH Z= 9G,00 DEG 
WINjD 20,00 FT/SrC 
KA@TH = NON-ROTATING MODL 
___ _______ 










_ -L.. P, 
15,!30,
150' 46, 





10600;10OO d830000; 9144; 
60000. 18288, 
IMPACT 


















































.a a 9" 
lo00, 305, 
s1ou95LOO0, 914,04-0
10000, 30483 06Oo, >9j44,60000 9144 , 
. .. . . . . ....... 
..­
.. 




UNIT;WH D EFECTS, CORIOLIS DEFLECTIN A-ND -ANWE UERIV ATIVE 
VEMI E NIKE CAJON 
pAy LOAD 50.00 LBS 
LAUNCH AZ g9OfOOEG
WIND z 200flT4S-ECX 6,IV N/SEGI, 
EAqT NDN'.TATNG MODEL 
FdPz$ YSTEt-

LAUNH EL rObWwNp IMtRACT CORIOLIS OQFLECTION RANGE DERIV UNIT - WIND EFFECTS 
4DeG1 PANGECNM)- AZIDEr) NORTHNM) "AS!INH) " NM/ndd) HEADu M/FPS) tAIL(NM/FPSJ chdSSNH/FP4) 
7ZtOP 128.69 8iF,49 	 -05 8210 ;3;18931 3 L067 0*74411
 
72 ~ ~ -1-8 3 E1,06 -265 	 0'1l<8 120,4 v2160 -4 2 -- 05oioSi 
74,09 111,56 819,35 Z2152 ;t935 i944176 6;t6 758509 4fs62 
6,18!3 - ,98 24031I -0, 67 276,0y 10,86 8CF,5 52139 z29 =.0 4 389 6 5754 ad'979 D,0156
 
40t_756'0,4 20 433itao72554 	 Q0,7855o 08S6415
 
14,09 46,95 88,23 s7.496590 ,8166-

48,09j5,9 86!00 ~ ,0 7, 8 190q4j7 c0,90612
 
912 	 347 00 -0#86762
78. 0 88.77 2,?3 ;6O 41 	 . 072904 o,94603D BV212
 
6,'7 8 68 .. I2 - 1--	 .... -,58o42 .
4,B8? 	 0,8 52 .159 87'3 	 ;470074
06,00 Z8,66j 9B 3689 ;75 4 g 	 0865 -089372 0o89090
Z f 	 9329 5,95025 1§034
 
X1{nb SYSTE'4 
LAUNCH EL NO'WIND 	 II4RACT CORIOL!S DbFLECTION RANGE DERfIV UN IT WIND EFFECTS 
B
(E) RANGE(IKM3 AZIDEG) NORTNHjM) -EAST(<MI CKN&DEG) tIEAD(M/PS) r'AILCXN/MPS) CROSSxNM/MPS)
*0,09 750,69 	 88194 ?,0 86 ,74326 4zt9634 __4_77___2 ___2__069
 
R11A9 _ Z4 91 A11L 5.90660 - - 521
 
72,09 223,89 	 89%43 ;4f02 z&,96 F~§jZ2,453?6 m3l04597 4 79424
 
74206,61. 89.35 ;4t66 W,44 ;9 16326 3,t0228 3,35o9 4 186942,76,09 166,73 	 89,25 ;4.45 .A2t&~9? ,02 ;!00 ,43
 
78,09 16.4 7 99,t2 	 5,01656;4j ±76n3 j41J99749 

§U,09 140,1 88,94 z3,78 f;3g 045266 4,39634 s4,77282 5;25069
1
Q1t4 2ti2 5i-h.8 Q3.3,7 Q11.79 Q13.26044 	 .77107 g5,05 888 5 3*4053
2j92  
0410 Y 6,95 86t43 ; z;li8 PL3,08425 !,0544M z5,27177 5,42060
0t09 58,64 87,34 ;2 53 ;2*53 .0,26178 5,265i3 -5,4~5568 
08,00 -95 646 19 ,7 i,95 5142772 s5,50203 5;48956 
0002,75 360,00 z76 5.49382 5,5q568 5,49823;139 4.4.74aa8 
THIS CPNCLUDES TH1E AL U;4O, 
CAC LyTsN - ______---,- __ 
S4._ 
SFNIq-h T6"I PS Fc)R 'ITKF CAI114 
N. 	 LAUNCH FLFVATIONS (DEG) FOR IMPACT RAN6E. Q-n FLT-FL AND APOGEE ALT 
11 7n.00 7?.00 74.00 76.00 78.00 80.00 82.00 84.00 86.00 
Ag*flfl 4~0.00 
T'PACT 	WANGFq IN NM 
l... l4 J.10.00 110.18 99.10 86.79 73.4? 59.17 44.21 2A.73 
1P.94 I.?() 
8-0 FLT/1L IN DW 
1'.3n f#A.Q6 68.63 71.31, 74.00 76.7q 7Q.40 8p.11 84.8? 
P7.SM. MO.73 
APOrFF ALTTTUIQF TN FT 
4PQ5?1. 45?r73. 474109. 493497. 51o759. 52q576. 53771IR. 
'4 q97. ';;348?. 973AA. *558125. 
hl. ALTTTUnF TA"LF FOP F(7.) AND DELTA F(Z) CUPVFS 
1? 0. 0. 100. 150. 200. ?90. 
3(0. 100. 3000. 10000. 30000. 40000. 0F
PM) rCVI 
0. 0.1347 0.?539 0.3395 0.4082 0.4536 0.4961 0.7402
 
0.A$8 0.9q6O ),.7?O 1.0000 
nFL TA F Q4) CllQvF 
0. n.1347 0.I]87 0.0860 0.0687 0.04154 0.0425 (.?441
 
P.1496 0.0272 -0.04FO 01.120
 
N. 	 LAUNCH FLFVATONq (MFG) FOR UNIT-WIND EFFECTS. PANGF fOFRIV AND CORIOLIS OFFL 
11 7.fl00 7?.0 74.00 76.00 7P.00 80.00 82.00 R4.00 86.00 
8' ,00 90.00n 
WF-AO UNIT-U'IND FFFECT (NM/FT/SEC)
 
0.300 0.404 0.4Q4 0.57q 0.659 0.7?4 0.78') 0.832 (H67 
I*P9"3 n.q04 
TA J II ,lT-wPifl FFFFCT ('4I/FT/SEC) 




ROSS IINIT-WTMD FFFFCT (NM/FT/SEC) 
0.744 u.774 0.01 0.826 0.84b 0.864 0.80 0.92 0.899 
0.9Q0 0.q00 
DA '(,F nFRJV (NM/f)FG) 




Cr0'T0LIS I)FFI FCTTN TO NO1)RTH (NM) 
-7.65? -P.A04 -. ;Iq -?.3 -2.232 -2f04I -1.819 -1.576 -1.314 
-1.03t' -0.7'? 
rCt,T,ILTSiP1 FC. 1O TO FAST (MM)
 




SEON-5D CALCULATIONS BEflN --------. -;---------












NASA LALLOPS FLIOHT rENTP 
WALLOPS ISLAND, VImPNIA 
TRAJf:T3RY SUMMAP Al BUP~IghlJT, APOLEE AND JiIPACT 
VEICLE = NIKE CAuLN
 
PAY LOAD = 50,00 LD3S 
LAU,CH A7 k 12U.00 IJEG 
WIt) 2 7ERf) 
EARTH = ROTATINU tIOU'L
 
00 
DkTAILED PRIN!T-OUT OF TRAJeCT RY FOR LAVNCH E6EVATIONJ x 800,0 n 6G 
U14ITS ARE F-P-S-nEGRLE, PXCERT RA.NGE(NH) AND ACC(QO).
 
TJME_ HANGE SEARING AL11TUDE FI.T/EL FL316Z MEOCITt AGG MA-G THR95T _MA ._JIPRS EiL 96LF. YE.ISLHT . I NON WINnE 
O.JO 0,00 l80,00 20. 79.66 11,11 0. 18,0 0.00 29740, 9, Of 0.43 0, 1500,9 0, 0.
 
J O , 010.0 9 6 1 9 1 19. 1 8 .0 0 .0 0 2 9 8 0 7 , O. Q. 0 ,45 a. 15 6 6 ,q -a. 0 ,
0
d 0 .00018{),00 20. 79.63 119.10 1. 18.1 0,00 29m7. as 0, 0,46 O, 1566,9 0, O. 
U'jo O.Cl 13q00 20, 79.62 119.10 1. ifi. 0.00 29943. 0. 0. 0.47 0. .1566.9 U. 0, 
a, J -- U--0 180o03 24). 79,61 .1,2,19-0. 1.-18.2-- 3.21 0 n. .. Gl.,_'._ . n-48 . .. 1.,66. A ._._ n, 
l 0 2o.33 79.60 119.10 t. J8.2 0.00 30078. a.. 0. 0.49 0. 1566.8 ol 0,0 
0,00 0.00 180.00 2t. 79.60 109.10 1. 18,3 0.00 .30145,= a..." a , 0149 0. M6.0, 0. 0. 
O,0O.Jo o 2o80,0 2j.. 79.59 119.10 1. 18.3 0,00 30213, O,.O 09 O. 1566.8 a, O, 
U.30 0.09 218.37 2t. 79 59 JJ9.10 1. 18.3 0.00 30281, 0. n. 0.58 0. 1566,7 a. 0. 
dJ3 0 . i8o),09 21. 79;58 11,10 2. 18.7 0.00 M089, 0,. 0, 0.51 0. 1566.5 0. 0. 
00 0 l,; 2t. 79 58 t19,i0 2. 18.9 0.00 31159 O. 0. 0.52 0. 1566.4 0. 0. 
O.JO 0.00 130.00 2n. 79.5a i$9.i0 3. 19.0 0,00 M195 a, 0 0 52 0. 1566.3 a. 0. 
0.00 0,00 	 18900.0 21. 79;57 li9,i0 3. 19.1 0.00 31430 . 0. 0- 0.52 O. 156,3 O. O, 
0.00 0.00 	 180.06 21). 7q.57 119.10 3. 19 2 O, 0 31565- 0. 0,. 0.52 0. 1.566.2 0. 0. 
0.01 0.00 	 lo0,09 211. 79 57 IJ9,10 3. J9,3 0 90. 31700 . 0. O0 0,52 a. 1566.2 a, 0. 
U'3l 3.00 130. 00 2n. 79.58 119,t0 4. 19,4 0,00 31970. 0*- 0. 0,52 O. 1566.1 a. 0. 
J*31 0.00 1S f00 21. 79se 10.10 5. 20.2 0.O0 3317. a. a. 0t§1 0. 1565.6 0. 0, 
o)tal 0.30 150,00 2i, 79,58 L19110 6. 20,4 0,01 33450. 04 0 ,5 a. 565.5 a. 0.D O,
4fol 0.00 15a 100 2t. 79,58 119.10 6. 2o.6 a in U725 0. 0. 0.51 a. 1565.4 0. 0. 
o'Jl 9.00 Is0to0 2t. 79;59 119.10 7. 2o.7 oot 33996. 0. at 0.51 o. 1565.3 0. 0, 
00 2
t1 0 21. 79;59 119.I0 7. 2J1 0,01 3459,9 0. 00 0.50 o. 1565,0 O. O.
 
d.01 0.00 237.82 21. 79.59 119.10 0, 2L.3 0.01 34809 0. as 0.50 a. 1564.9 0, O. 
U'Jl 0,.00 207,52 21. 79,59 119.10 8, 21.4 0'01 3"0a0s a. 01 0.50 o. 1564.8 0, U. 
J.91 0.01 	 201.59 21. 79,60 19 i0 9, 21,6 0.O 35350. 0. 0. 04a o. 1564.7 O. 0.
 
O#J2 	 0.00 201i59 21. 79.61 119:10 0. 23.2 0.01 37704, O Ot .0.48 O. 1563.0 a, a.
 
241f52 79,62 _ 18124- 1_n ....n._. 0.
4.02 0.30 21. 119 0--. ... jA' o+L5 	 n. n. n.48 __.~
0.32 0.01 	 201159 21, 79,02 119.10 J5. 23.9 0.01 30806, O, 0, .0,47 a. 1563.3 0, a.
 
u.02 -0.00 	 201!59 21. 79,62 119,10 16. 24.2 0.01 39406. 0. 0, a.47 0. 1563.1 0. 0. 
u . 2 O,GO 231f59 2j. 79,63 119.10 17. 24.4 0.0t 39689 0. 0, 0.46 0. 1562.8 11. O, 
01 3 O°O0 20if59 21. 79,63 119,10 18, 24,6 0.42 39965. 0. 0. , O46 O. 1562.6 0. 0. 
0.33 0 00 201 59 21, 79 63 119.10 19 .2A.8 0 02 40242. 0. 0. 0.46 O. 1962.3 1. O. 
o.0- 0.00 201 59 2 1. 79 64 . -19. la - . 2 a , 2 5 0- 0 02 - C5 JA. .. .f] = __ -4r__5 -a... i A2-a.. 0 . a. 
U .33 0 00 20J59 2 j. 79.64 119.10 2t . 2 5 .1 0,02 40794 * a .. _ 1 . 0.45 0. 1561 .8 0 . 0. 
0104 0.00 180-00 21, 79,66 119,40 32, 25.,. 0,03 41822, - - 1. 0,3 1. 1558.8~f 0. 0. 
T I RAVGE. SEARINQ A T|TUDE FLT/EL FLT/AZ VE"CITY AGG MAGW, T14RUST DRAG DIPRES ETA QA4FA WEIGHT WINDN WINDE 
0.34 0.30 IR0,00 21, 79.67 119.10 33. 25.9 0.03 4XB46, 1, 1. 0.43 1. 1558.5 0. 0. 
0,05 0.00 180,00 21. 79.67 -119.10 34. 25.9 0.03 41870. 1, 1, 0.43 1. 1558.2 0. 0. 
._.a050o-s0 .21-,..- Z9,67 119.10 35. -25.2 .00. .6f9-4 .... - __ ,.- 0_42 1. 1558.0 U. 0. 
0,05 o.30 180f00 21. 79.67 109,10 36. 25.9 0.05 419%8. 2, 2. 0.42 1. 1557.7 0. 0. 
0,05 0.10 180,00 21. -79,67 119.10 37. 25.9 0.03 41?42, 2, 2, 0.42 1. 1557.4 0. 0. 
1.05 0,30 laa,00 21. 79,67 119.10 35. 26,0 0,2 41966, 2, 2. 0.42 J.. 1557.1 0, 0. 
0.35 0.09 180.00 21. 79,67 119.10 39. 26.0 0.04 41990. 2. 2, 0.42 1. 1556.9 0. U. 
O.J5 0. 0 isa-00 21. 79,67 119.10 40. 26.0 0,04 42014. 2. 2. 0.42 1. 1556.6 0. 0. 
0.07 0.10 180t00 22. 79 68 119.10 52. 26.2 0.05 4227.9, 3, 3. 0,41 1. 1553.6 0. 0; 
0,07 KID0 18 00o 22,. 79:68 119.10 54. 26.3 0.015 422, 3, 3. 0.41 1. 1553.0 0, 0. 
0.37 b.00 1&11O0 22. 79;69 119.10 56. 26.3 0.05 42375. 4, 4. 0.41 2. 1552.5 O, 0. 
0.07, o,00 165t22 22. 79069 119.10 58. 26.3 0.05 42403, '4. 4. 0.41 2. 1551.9 0, 0. 
O Oe 0.00 10-t22 23.- 79?69 109,10 60. 26.4 0.05 42411. 4, 4, 0.40 2. 1551.4 0. D. 
-__O ,q. U-11.0 .1AS15_22 -;,.,....- .  9_L91 62. _26A. n - 06-__424J..A__ -5 .._, 2_40 2. 1590.8 0,.. 0. 
0.04 0:00 165122 23. 79;69 " 9.10 65. 26.4 0.06 42420# 5, 51 0.40 2, 1550.3 0. O. 
0.08 3,00 162.43 23. 79'.69 119.10 67. 26.4 0.06 4"4x-, , 5, 5- ,D40 2. 1549.7 0. 0. 
0.11 0.00 W ., 65 23. 79'70 119.10 86. 26.5 0.06 4250 . 2 , 0.40 3. 1544.7 O, 0. 
0.11 0.0 .1-47.65 25, 79:70 119.10 90. 26,6 0.00 42524, 9, 10, 0.39 4. 1543.6 0. a. 
0.12 O,0.) 152.18 26. 79.70 119.10 94. 26.6 0.08 425U0, III, 111 0.39 4. 1542.5 0. 0. 
0. 0.00 141.63 22. 79,70 119.10 103. 26.6 0.09. 42572, A.12 13, 0.39 5, 1540.3 O. 0. 
0. a 0.,00 .145,Q4 27. 72,70 119.10 107. 26,1 0,ID 425801 1._, 14, 0.39 5, 1539.2 0. 0, 
0 14 0.Oo0$7,66 2B. 79.7c 109.10 112. 26.Z 0.10 42596, -1, 15, 0.39 6. 1538.0 0. O. 
0.14 0.30 137,86 28. 79.70 119.10 116. 26.7 0.10 42601, 16, 16. 0.39 6. 1536.9 0, 0. 
0,15 0,00 14l.63 29. 79.70 119.10 120. 26.7 0.11 42606. .17. 17. 0.39 7. 1535.8 O, O. 
... 1 o0.- iUJ47 3--- JA.11 .11.2 111__ _151.2 . _ 2S _ 2.9, ... n, 0.Zfi -..11. 1525.7 0 , 0. 
u.20 0,00 132,37 37. 79;71 l$9,10 166. 27.0 0,.5 42660, U., 33. 0,38 13. 1523.5 0. U. 
0121 0.20 L26,74 38. 79.71 IL9.10 176. 27.0-..16 42670. 36. 37. DAB0 14. 1521.2 0, 0. 
3t22 0.00 12A.29 40, 79.71 119.10. 185. .27.1 0,17 426 0o 39 41, 0,38 15.' 1519.0 ,0. a. 
0,23 0.00 1,26;08 42. 79,71 119.10 194. 27.1 0#17 42690. 43. 45. 0,38 17. 1516.7 0. 0. 
















































0.38 0.00 120,89 go. 79.73 119.10. 326. 27.8 0.29 42841. 3.20., 126. 0.35 44. 1483.1 O. 0. 
0.42 0:00 119.01 87. 79.73 119.10 344. 27,9 0.31 42861. 1a3l 141, 0.34 48. 1478.6 O. 0. 
TIME RANGE BEARING ALT;%LDE F.LT/EL, FL.T/AZ. VELOCITY ACG. HMO TARUST DRAG D/PRES -ETA QALFA WEIGHT WLNDN WINDE 
o 42 0.90 120,02 .94. '79)3 119. 10 362. 2a,0, 0.32 42I 2, 147.- 156, 0.34 52. 1474.1 0. Ol 
u.44 0.00 12D,24 2.01, 12';73 '119.10 380. 29.1 0,34 429.02. 161. .171. 0.33 57. 1469.6 0. 0. 
C,48 0,00 120tI4 -11-. 79,73 11,ig 417. 26.3- 0,37- AZW-.~ 19.3 - 206-. 0,32 65. 14_64 6 0. O. 
0t50 0,:00 119f90 &25 1 -79,73 11-,10 . .A35 , .28 A- ot39 IL226A 2024- .224. 4-41 62. 14.5A.1 O, 0. 
0152 0,00 119f73 t34. 79,73 J,%2,10 453, 28:5- .,41-4 29U, 226 . 2A3. 0.30 72. 1451.7 0. 0,* 
G+zO 0.31 141t49 129. 79,71 .10,11 621. 29.3 O,56_. UIZJ, 412 , 455 -0,$0 83. 1 l1,3 0, 0, 
0.74 0,01 119143 254, 29 7,. 1&9.11 , 65B, 29.5 ­ 0,59. 4321.4 461-. S1L,. 0-15 .76. 1402.3 O, 0, 
0.86 o.01 iit 54 .. 719467 112,14- .773. 30.j..0,69 .4,L332 .623, 1 OJA-. .0.05 32. 137_5 3 ., 0, 
0 a94. 0.01 jig-tZ4 403, 79?64 11.11, 831,-4C.A 0+26. UA2._1* 769 .....BSi 0.02 L4 IZ151. 1. 0. 0. 
0 98 0 01 119,39 W3. 79.6S. L09,12-. 891' 30.6- z,8D._ 4140_ .-9o5, - i 11.04O 37. 13aLl. a. 0. 
2.17 0.37 119,18 2202o. 29; zz- 14,16 U26, 37.3 _4+2& = _.530" 23. 0 1070.8 0. 0. 
.4 5 0,14 JJ9,17 4142...­ 9.23 .1 12,itB .. 3209, 28 4. .2 35 056 -. 95-0A._ 1-069.1. _O0a 12. 869- 7 0. 0. 
,3.52 0.19 119,14 6276. ,.8 -rg141 12, 3305, 14.., -'03 .6311..9_46E4 10B14. .- 0-00, 13. 831-0 0. 0. 
4.07 0.24 l1o.14 t6_32 ...... 7 't J - &IE2 - . 319R. ,5.9 -2.3 -0,. _-11.2, -..1"06. 0 40_. 7. 267.0 0. 0. 
5 IJ3 0,34 11916 1795 ... l, ."123, 3028. 9L, I_ U82- .0-.110,o. 7A5L -_O 00. 6. 267A0 .O, 0. 
7.07 0.52 119;19 fl19. 78;20i. 1i2.29 , 273A. 3.9 2460 .... - 7&5 _ _530., 0.00 5. 267,0 0. 0. 
b.03 0.6o 119,21 19438. 281-67. i12,a2 2619. 3.5 2,52 D, . 674. 449_0 0.00 5. 267.0 0. 0. 
9.03 Q.61 119t22 ISI.SA 112,34 2513, .3,2 .2,*.44 0& _579._ 3724. 0+00, 4. 267.0 0. O, 
JO,63 0,77 115.23 2?66, 0.&0 119.a7 2AL6.- 2.9- 2.37 .,-0, 429 . Z228 -0.00 4. 267.0 O, 0. 
:3,03 0,85 119,24 ?0982: 7 25. "2.60O 2329, 2.6-23.200 -O UL2. 272, 0,00 4° 267.0 0. 0. 
13, 15 1:01 119127 30 47. -Z7'r0 44,-4.6.5. 2167, 2,2 -2*4.9 -,-. .-32&. . 2012. clo0. 3. 262,0 0. O. 
14.03 1 07 109,29 32285., U-715 -_1191". 2102. 2.1 2.14- .. 0+. _.7,Z__ IZR2. 0.00 3. 267.0, 0. 0. 
15.03 1.15 119130 ual2, 77,57 .11941 2043 ,1.9 2410 0". .252 1552, 0.00 2,' 267.o0 . 0, 
16.0 1.22 119,31 36277. 77,38 $ r9,53 1963. 1.0 2.05. O. 221. 1348. 0.00 2. 267.o0 . 0,. 
17 . O 1.29 119.32 38021. 77T i 11956, 1229, 1,7 t 29 -0*- 1"J, 1167, . 0.00 2. 267.0 a. O. 
191U9 1,51 119,36 40P49° 761a9 119.1 6L- 4143. 43.5- 4 28 -Aid...-4,. -40k, .0.00 3. 191.9 0. 0. 
20,02 1.68 119.39 48?53, 76,82 119-63 5654. 49.0 ,5.a4 .­8031.4 54A 6116*. 0-00 3. 152.9 0. 0. 
21.11 1,92 119,02 MO . 76in5 11.66 5822,. 0.8--6,U1- . .4!18*..422 4829, .. 0.00 2. 148.1 0, 0. 
22,0L 2.11 119;44 'L$165.* _7, 7- t1k,OIL., SUB c3- -6,o0. --...44A4-. UO -3776Z, -0.00 1. 148,0 0. 0. 
23.52 2.44 119.47 69643. -76,60 112.. Z 5664, .2.E--5,1A_... - _ 2U13 2386, -­a0. . 148.0 0. O. 
TIME RANlGE BEARING ALTITUDE FLT/Et FLT/AZ VELOCITY ,ACC MACH THRUST DRAG D/PRES ETA GALFA WEIGHT WINDN WINDE 
24.56 2.67 119.49 70632. 76.53 119.74 5586. 2.1 5,74 0, 173, 1759t 0. 0. 148.0 O, 0. 
M504 2.77 l19s5O 76932. 76,5o 119:Z5 5554. 2.0 5.69 0, 151, 1533, 0. 0. 146.0 0. 0. 
?.L4- .3.-11 119,52_ .8.=2Z. Z6,29 119,Z2 1.34692., L.A...5.57 ILS- .-..... -11..Q 0, . lPl, ol, 
27,28 3.24 119,53 66884. 76.34 X10.00 5430. 1.5 5.52 0, 03, 020, o. 0. 148.0 0. 0. 
zulao0 3.98 li9,5" 1C?79. 76.09 119,08 5279. L.2 5,29 01 N , 3 Dt 0. 0. 148.0 0. 0. 
U;.8Q 4.24 119,60 113907. 75199 119.91 9232. J.I-. 5,18 at 24. 237, 0. 0. J48.0 0. Ol 
36.04 _4.44 119,61 110 64. 75.92 119.93 5196. 1.1 5.10 0, 19. 1861 O= O. 148.0 0.' 0. 
35.92 5.04 .4,19,65 13294a. 75.69 120,f00 S100. L.0 4.89 0e LD, 23, D. 0. 148,.0 0. 0. 
4h _5- - . _a1.,66 1E A _EOQ .. .. rn~p. i 0n - _-R.---.L -­3.. ....Bi _, . . -. , JJl.-O O. .-- a­
37 20 5.30 11.9. 66 139M,6 75,59 120.03 W09, j.O 4.8a a . 7 0, 0. 0 . j,48 .0 0. O. 
38,48 5.56 i1.,68 169483. 75,49 1,20.06 Sa18. 1.0 4.71 0* 6. 53, 0, 0. 148.O0O. 0. 
45.52 7.oi 119476 178680. 74.88 120.21 4798; L.0 .4,47 0, 1. 13, 0. 0. i b.0 a. 0. 
46.16 7.14 119.76 18O36 ' 74'a3 120.23 4778, $,0 4.46 0, 1, .12. O+ O. 148.0 0. 0. 
47.44 7.40 119.78 1E774. 74:71 120.25 4738. J.0 4.46 O. 1. 9, . 0. O. -48,0 Ol 0. 
.Al.-afL 2-a3- IL9 7.12.4&03- 2A .1L 2-027-414 - 4LL.6 -4 .. -1,, -- J .. a .- - .48, ol . 
3.84 0.7o 119,85 216322. 74.09 120.49 4543* i.0 4.5o 0, n. .11 O. 0. 148.0 0. 0. 
"5.12 8,96 L19.06 221089. 73.97 120.42 4504. 1.0 4.53 04 0, 21 O, 0, 14.0 0, O, 
56.40 9.22 Li.9,7 22F604. 73.63 120.44 4466. t.o 4.55 0, .. 0, 2. G- 0. J46,0 0. 0. 
57,68 9.48 119.69 M0269. 73.7D 12a.47 4427. 1.0 4.58 O 0, 11 a. 0. 148,0 O, 0, 









































-1Z.P_p a.W.,atjjI . 






















. . .. 
0. 148.0 
0. 146,0 







191.20 18.15 120.30 388040. 67fi9 121.31 3145. 1.0 4.49 O, at a t 0. 0. 140.0 0. ol 



































1 34.4 6 





















4Z I 0 3 t. 
489446. 
49 361. 




5 4 1 i 
52;40 



















L J A4 9 -.. 
i.0 4.49 
J.0 4 49 
0.9 4 49 
o9 4.49 
































O. 14 0 0 
. _ 1 4 - -. . . , 
0. 148-0 
O,0 148 0 
. 14 .0 

















ilE RANGE BEAR IflG--ATUVE EOI~ ~ ~ HTRS BL/LFTARAG D/PRES ETA QALFA WEIGHT WINDN -ilNnL-':. 
2 76 . 49L,53 121 4 - T591.2O 123, 2 237.. 1. 0..4t4? Of ._ -_.a- .-.a, , 148.0 0 . . . . 
368,U5 70.64 121.67 70759, .76,46 12?,47 530. M, 5.0P 0, lo4, 163, a, 0, 148.0 0.. a. 
309105 79.64 121j67 (18002 y76,55 122,87 5297. OP 5l4 of 210, 20YIP 0. 0, 148.0 O. O, 
370t55 71.15 121,67 C,0495. P76.65 12%.86 5262. 1,1 ,44 o, 301, 2992 , al,0 148.0 0. Q, 
374,05 71.02 121,08 A599. 976f1% 122.84 5023. 3.4 5.19 O, 647, 6327t 0. 0. 14e.0 O, O, 
375,05 72.01 121,08 38464. ?76,98 122.83 4W9. 4,3 5,06 of 782, 7587, O, a, 148.0 o. 0. 
376 05 72.19 121,68 Z1963, :77106 122,82 4745. 5.2 4.65 at 920, 6?13 , 0. , 148.0 0. 0, 
327705 72.36 12J168 2 R24 , 7.714 122.82 4563. 6,1 4.57 at 1044, 995il 0. a, 148.0 0. o, .. 
378 05 72.52 121M6 24074, .77.22 122.81 Q 55., 6.5 4.24 O, 1152, .I157, 0. 0. 148.0 0. 0. 
..U.7.- &--.-.7 2?__ 121tOB . .Z .­=. 7. ,__ 22.,B12 . 44t2 _- 7.4 ._ fl.__ J P , I__. 23_.-..a, .­0-. 148. 0 a, O, 
•360.05 72,B2 17n,6B 1028. .77,40 22,00 3881, 7,B 3,70 0, 1304. 10612. 0. a. 148.0 O. O° 
3pi.55 72,95 12 ,68 13164. :77t50 122.7? 3625. i,L, 3.4o 0. 133, 10430 , 0. 0. 48.0 0. O, 
302,05 73.01 121,Oa 9752, 77 10 122.7P 3365. &.1. 3.12, 0 v 1337, IO~l t 0. 0. 148. 0 0. Q, 
363 01 73.19 12l.68 6686 . 77;71 122,ZO 311.5. 5,O 2.86 at 1322, 9442, 0, O, 148.0 0. 0. 
68,4,01 73.29 12,68 37M 77183 122.77 2863. 7,Z 2,,6o of 26l 8711A O. a, 148. 0 0. 0, 
38 +-1- 9. 221,62. - .2aS-....77% 7-.22- .... 26 ._1.-- Z ... - .1225-, _ ogs -G. .O. 148.0 0, . 0. 
P -G
_A_0~~~~- 0-n r E M 
#01k-;0* tL * .. A*l *top-*. i l . -- . ** * * . T 
EL TIHE A I ---RANGE - . TIRE_ - -ALT RANGE VEL. - LT/EL. - FLT/AZ TIME RANGE AZ 
(DEG) (SEC) (rT) CNM) (SEC.A (FTI (NHI FT/sec (DEU (DEG) (SEC) (NM), (DE) 
80,00 196.05 525 76, 3b6 22,0i l±is. 2,d Puo8 , 76,7g 119,68 385,44 73.4 121. 6.. 








Deck set up with object program on tape.
 
















02, X2R, -5 
03, X3R, 5L 
05 
IBMF 










Deck set-up with object program on cards.
 










LIMITS 100, 30K,, 5K
 
FILE 02, X2R, 5L
 
FILE 03, X3R, 5L
 $ 	 DATA 05 
INCODE IBMF 






Input Data with FORMAT(V) Format
 






93302 01 11.25i75 18,109 LABEL MAIN PAGE 
1 CHAIN MAIN 







-- 8' P. STNGH AND R. COOK;
JUNE 23, 197 . -
5 C 





(i) SUMMA8V AT SURtIOUT, APOGEE, AND IMPACT -IN'BAIt,(2) F(l) AND DFc) CURVES IN 'FzOURVI 
9 C (3) UNIT-WIND EFFECT,CORTOLIS DErLN AND RANGE DERIV IN IEFFECTY, 
11 c * THE FOLLOWING UNITS ARE ADOPTED -­
12 C (M) INPUT/CUTPUT V- FOOTrPOUND-SECOND-DEGRtE, 





(2) CALCULATIO&AL STEPS w- FOOT-POUND-SECOND-RADIAN. 
16 C * WIND PROFILE ---- - -





(2) NO WIND MEANS NO WIrJI FIELD AT ALL. 









ALTITUDE. PARAMETERS USED ARE (WINDWNAZALOWAHIGHI.
DENOTING WINb SPEED, NORTH AZIMUTH, MINIMUM ALTItUDE. 
AtD MAXIMUM ALTITUDE RESPECTIVi .,-. - -.-.. . .. 
(4) VARIAeLE WIND MEANS WIND VELOCITY VARIES WITH ALTITUDE, 
. 





NUMBER OF ALTITUDES. ALTITUDESi 
, AZIMUTH MEASURED CLOCKWISE, 
SPEED, AND NORTH 
27 C 
28 C * THE FOLLOWING AR9.THE LIMITS FOR ENTRIES -T 
29 C cl) 20 PAY PAYLOADS, 







(3) 30 THRUSTING AND COASTING PHASES, 
(4) 20 SPENT STAES, 
(5) 99 ENTRIES IN THRUST AND MACH TABLES: 
34 C (6) 99 WIND ALTITUDES; . . . .­
35 C 







(1) ITApES (ALWATS 35) IS USED FOR READING DATA IN NAMELISTS, 
(2) ITAPE2 IS USED rOR READING VEHICLE THRUST-MACH TABLES, 
(M) ITAPEZ IS USED tINTERNALI WRITING AND READING THRUST TABLES. 
40 C (4) ITAPE4 IS USED IINTERNALI FOR SPENT STAGES, 
41 C 
42 EEo~a****l*#.4t#e.4.****.t**#****4*. 



















































































































COKMMN/ST0 Q / Rlj?
 


















COmMON/STORlg/ NPMXK NSMAXiNP .NANG 1NVARNPNPiJSPERTAJt,JSC,NCON
 





COMH0N/S7ORI4/ IYAP ' 4IPINC ,-19bli






PLm(2O)TPWTt32I ,TSEPc32I;MSIp(32);TSP120)#,SPMt2OI tA(9q. 14)
 




























































































C**** 	VALUES OF CONSTANTS.
 
DATA ZEROION/ 1,0945, 1.E+0O/
 




DATA ESQrESW1*ES0I/ 6:69342100-O3 9.933065796-0±o i;006738531
 
DATA GO,0MEGA,*M;REiRQ/ 32j1T4. 7.29211E0o5, 1'.4076576E+i6
 
, 	 2,0890$780E+T7, 2,09257410E607/ 
DATA CF/ 57t95779%; 1;7452925E;02, 6.076$1550E*0;
 





























DATA TSLOPE/ -6,.E-30 ,0,l OE naEE-3;O.O:-2,oE-3,-4.oE-,oOi
 




DATA TZERO/OI/T AZk5Ofl;/, Vie6/00/a"
 
DATA ITAPEI.ITAPE;ITAPE3uTAEG 4/ 5. 1, 2, 31
 




DATA VOLIM/Oti/j VLI/40,011 HLIM/20,0/
 
DATA ERW/ ± ,S/-.... 	 . . ...........
 






DATA WIND/20O/, WWAZ(O0/ ALOW/O:/, AHIaH±OOODO/
 














129 NAHELIST/DLt$TI SDLALLONGLTTRO.A EAOV7E4OiIYAPEI.!TAPE2"







134 T PLZDLiAEITF ELGDL;QiND'WNA NhLEvjALEVrIROT IIPRINt












141 SAVEA - WNAZ
 
142 LEVEL x NLEV . - ­
143 SAVEL - ALOW
 
































160 TAV±I) v TZ BO
 










166 DECOPE fNAMHjIO0 LEPTRIGHT
 













































































































































































NLEV 4 LEVEL 
WIND * SAVEW 
213 WNAZ * SAVEA 
214 IPRINT * 0 




IFlA(AAZGLwDOMMYI ;LT; 1,OE-051 60 TO 300 
218 
219 
MPL 8 WPL*C5) 
A2GDL c AZGDL.0CF) 
220 ELGDL * ELGDL*F2t2 
221 WNAZ t WNAZptF2 
,222 MLAST * 3 
223 CALL FZCURV(IROT) 
224 IEND • NBP 
225 
226 0.' * TONER TILT, UNIT-W'ND EFFECTS, AN6_0RIOLIS DEFLECTION? 
227 O00CONTINUE 
228 IROT a 0 
229 WIND a SAVEW. 
230 ALOW s BAVEL 
231 AWIOH N SAVEN 
232 IPeINT s 0 




IF(ABS(AZGDLwDUMHY) I:T. 1,OE.05) 60 TO 40 
236 MPL = wpL*cF05 -
237 AEGDL a AZGDl*CFt2l 
238 Do 310 jjt11ANS 
239 'ANG4J) ANS tiul i' " 
240 310 CONTINUE 
241 MLAST .3 
242 CALL EFTECTIIRbT) 
243 IENB 2 NSP 










230 REAM;:TAEE3) A1 (liI~lME 
251 410 CONTINUE 































11.2575 l±,109 LABEL MAIN PAGE 7 
450 PRINT t020 
GO TO 500 
460 PRINT 1090 
900 CONTINUE 
C 
1000 FORMATC1H148H SENS.5D CALCULATIONS SEGIA e -----­-- - --- ) 
±001 FORMAT(///,ZIH INPUT DATA SET No. i,/l) 
1002 FORMAT(1M±,21H INPUT DATA SET NO, 2./Ml 
1003 FORXATCA61,A 95 
1020 FORNATItt/,"H END-OFiFLe NOT EDUD ON.JTAPE3.) 
1030 FORMAT(±9HSENS-5D TABES FOR pA61 








03302 01 11-21375 1.112 LABEL APCAL PAGE 
1. SUBROUTINE APCAL 
2 C CALCULATION AT TWE APOGEE POINT 
- 3 C 
4 INTEGER RKSTEP 
REAL LATULONGL,LATLONG.IPTEtPAZP'P
R 
6 DOUBLE PRECISION DhE8DPC 
7 COHMON/SORVI/ GO,SftOMECAVGN5RE.tQESQ lSOIES.Q1 
a 
9 




12 OOHMON/STORGI/ T;DTiYNP1.DTLA.DTAITBO,RKSTEPEPBIGePTINY, 
13 D HIWjDAXKSTEPN6OOD 






RATIO u RE/B 
XG HATIO*BC)l 
Y9 * RAT!O*5t2W 
21 ZS a RATIOS3S 
22 CALL AZRANCXSYS;Z!3,TI 
23 APT - T 
24 APA - ALT 
APR r SR 
26 APAZ c SHAZ 
27 RETURN 
28 END 
93302 0± 11-25;75 18j120 LABEL AZRAN PAGE 2 
43 ARc L6AT 










AR3 c LONG - LONL 
DG s DOOSCARI) - -
DE a DGDSINtAR3) 
DF x DCOS(AR2)*DS tAR±) - DG*fSIN(AR25*.COSIAR3) 












03302 01 11-2177 iOi22 LABEL RAI PAGE " 
1 SUBROUTINE uAIkIOY) 
2-. C CAL.CULATIONU FOR BURN4OUTP APOGEE AND IMPACT, 
"3 
4 INTEGER OKSTUP 
RBAL-LATL,LOWGLLAY)LONG;MASS,MPROP;hPLCRD--T#NRLELP,!YYiPTe 
-6 , IPAZoIe#HSEP 
7 DOUBLE PRECIbION DOSDPC 
8 CHARACTER NANEe80 










COmMON/STORS / XgTo;zDRRxy.ALT IR L GL 
CD1MOR/STORC4/ GDLATb4LA7LTLON6G TAHNA LoGOLA:LAtbLONdYHETA, 
PHI"SANAL;P Il.GA#P I, LDL#At9DL ELtDAzG iEL, 
16 - Al. - - .. . 
17 COHMON/STORQV/ VT(a);VA(3 vULACC;VQLIMVLIr 
18 COMHON/STOROY/ T;DY;TNP±;DTLAlTAI;T4ORRSTEP,EPBIG?,YINY, 








23 COMMON/SYORIO/ WE, WN;MLAsPTaORwINOwNAzAL0nYd, A-tHl * LEVA;LE-VC1O01 
24 T AT loo ;VfLEtlW;VRLN lOO) 
COMMO/STORU/ NPNAXNSMAX7NP ,NANG.NVAR;NPNP1tJSPENTYJBJSCNCON 
26 
27 





tOMikQN/STORI4/ ITA~fiEAAE2*1TAYE .ITAP4IPLR1N7,IPUNCHJ1NQE 
CHHON/STORY9/ NAN!i RRAY( 00-) 
31 
COMMON NPSTIWSUP;NP.NM(14 .KSP(201,RMASST3DTAY(3)IANG(61)B(410 
, PLM(0)1PHT I T TSEP(24;M SP(32)TSP(20)SP~tO)#Al9?,14i 
32 EQUIVALENCE CARRAYtl1ISAVEC±,1)I 
33 C 
34 SAVED 8OMEQj 
36 
IF(IROT.EOO dM0Gk 
D0 700 IPmIvkPL 
;OEw-­
37 MPL a PLM(IPI 
38 PRINT 1000 
39 PRINT 1010i NAHE;MPsOaAZGDL0CF(1I
IFPMLAST *Eof 0) 2!111T 191 . 
41 IFCNLAST .ED, 3) PRINT 1±2, 
42 IF(NLEV ,GT, 01 PRINT 1013 
03302 01 11-25;75 18'*22 LABEL BA! PAGE 2 
43 IF(IROT.EO,60 PRINT 1014 
44 IF(IROTNE,O1 PRINT 015 
45 DO 600 IA=lNAG 
46 
47 
ELGL = ANGtIAS 




C BEGIN 5QD CALCULATIONS 
NCON 9 
51 CALL SETIV 
52 Ir(LAST.GT 0) N 12 




210 CALL APSTEPtS200S; 21 




225 IF(ABS(VT(3)) Gt. VLIM) GO TO 220 
60 GO TO 350 
61 C 
62 C BEGIN 3-0 CALCULATIONS 
63 245 KSTEP 0 6 
64 250 CALL PCMf615PLY3D) 
65 CALL APSTEPI$25O;$3201 
66 320 CALL RK416,UOLV3D) , 




150 CALL APCAL 




RKSTEP y 3 
DT w AHAXI(D.TDTAII 
72 KSTEP a 2 









390 CALL RfK46,IkYZb ) 
IF(ALTLYHLIMS Ao TM 400 
CALL IPSTEP($39OS3O) 








f ART .... 
* APA 
84 SAVEIA,04| A APB.Cr4) 
9302 01 112 75. * 2 
.........-LABEL BA! PAGE --3 
SI SAVE(1A 405) 0 BOY­
66 SAV1(jAO6) ft e0g
07 SAypitA.07) #0 
669 SAVII A±8B) . -eo1L#89 PAVE U 193 e tcr$1 
90 SAVE6A~0I QZ'~ 
91 SAVV(:Aitt) . tPv 
9z SAVfAj42) p WPOe14)
.93 .SAVUCIA,13l * iPzCPfI 
24- 0 
95 r sseoo QoT 
96 Do 00 l$xtj wSP
91 READtITAPE3) Be 
98 RIAD(ITAPES) AX;(AtI;'4);E1,H'AXI'









105 500 eon 
WfIT5(ITAIG9 , 
WRTEU1TAPeU "HAg,A f,5 X. i'MAX. 




107 PRIN £020 -
109 PRINT 1030, tSV!111f),tm±13i --.­
10 410 GONTINUE' - -
III. !P(IPUNCM 19, b'ALQ~ 70Q 
12PUNOR .1nto& ~l~hIA±Lf,4NL113. PUNCH 10711 tSAV!(jAjl)jIAIINAN­
114 PUNCH 1092,' ISAVI( As9),ZA t.NANGI 
115 PUNCH 093, ISAVE(IAla;)0)IA-NAN_
116 700 CONTINUE 









1000 FORHAT(IM±,DZHJAEA VALLOPS FLM1HNlEljflH WlitOeflILAND1;GINIA,//ISOS T8AIJEtVIRY BUOtIABY AT.0 11tfl!~U!,.AP 111.N1iMA/At.
1001 FORMAT(1$U) 
±2010 !0RMAT(±I8b jW-' SqttiR EI DUt!J~Li~ 
10H LAUNH A: * ,F?1 2*i48 D10111 l1 FORMATCISH .N}.3 14HlR-, . . 1Q± FORMATMI3 H 1 N i F7_ g _.T/iC.,FP7;2.13H DEG NORTH A fl 










1013 FORMATC13H WtND 
1014 FORHAT(13 H 1XRTH 
105 FORMAT(13H BIRTH 
I ,30MVARIABLE WIND SUPPLIED Bi OER) 
s .8MNOMROTATIN6 HOhEL) 
a 14MROTATINO MODEL) 
130 
151 
1016 FORMAT(IJ4,IFHbEYAILGD PRINT.UT OF TRAJECtORy"FO MuNICH ELEVATIO 







1020 FrRMATt///,15X;21HA P 0 G r E,23Y.7?BH 0 R N 0 









1090 FORATI', LAUNCH E4VATIONS_DEG5 FOR 
. 
IMpACT RARGE, V;0 FLYeUL AN 
143 ;D APOGEE A?~.31 ---------------------­ +--______ - " -
144 
145 
1091 FORMAtPIM&T.RAI IN NM do/iF?12; RQ8i1I 
1092 FORMATiIIWO FLY/L N nE, /;t (1?,j;8(1xF,.2|| " 
146 
147 
1093 FORHAT(PAPOQEE ALTITUDE tN FYV,,,fr,,0;6tj.P;Foi) 
RBTURN 
148 END ... ........ .­
ci I--V- -- - -- -- -- -_ 
9330i 01 112_7 1,2-LAB9EL SOEAU PAGE 
2 
3 
1. SUBROUTINE BOCAL 
QMLATI0N AT SAunbiOUt POWN,­
















































VT(1) a RTII%),Si. Lt le)-& tifiii.1 
VT(2) * RT1t4)*S1 810HS #B~~$AT' 6 
VT(I) a RI(?t)*Sl 8TB)SZ * fT!(7).SJ6I
SOT - T 
BOA aALT 
SI VTC±)* 6 'QTt~itO2 
BOVL # SQATIS IIq!L----.-
AR1*-VTC3) 
AR2SORT(SI) 



























UNIT-WIND EFFECTS, CORIOLIS DEFLN AND RANGE DERIVATIVE. 
3 
4 RGAL LATLL0NGL.LAT;LONG.MASS.NPROPMPLHDOTMACHLC.LCPIYYIPT, 
IPAZIeRPSEP 






COhMON/STOROi/ G9,6ROMESAwGH REROESQESjIESOI 











is COMMON/EToRt3/ AqT'APAZ.APAAW;oTdX oRA8OVL BOEEjBOAZ, IT, 
19 
COHkON/STOR±4/ iiTARE TAP02,ITARE3ITAP94;IPRINT| PONCHINDe 
21 COr*OR/SToR??/ NAMEiARRAY(4Q0) 
22 COMMON NPSTNSEP:NkP:NM(±4),KSP(20O;RMASSp3DT'AVufi0(61)tB(4" 
23 04(D 91- -A -~ 
24 EOUIVALENCE IARRAYIt)1SAVEti;1I) 
r 







29 IF(IROT,NE,O PRNT 1012 . .. . . . 
SAVEO a OMEGA 
31 DEL x -0,5*CF(2) 
32 
33 C 
CFc a CF2) F )4 




SAVE(JeI) - ELSDL*CFr11 
I8 C NO-WIND IMPACT AND CORIOLIS DEFLECTION -.-.-.-. --- -




41 NOON a 0. . . . ... 
42 CALL SETIV 
Eoibi ii-2 7i A8A7. LAMEL EFrET QAG 2 
43 CALL UPL4Sd -----­
44 uR K -PR.... 
. . .. 
45 PN A PA-. 
4647 !PciPRtIjjIOOMEGA USAVeC RYe - n4--.iA)_oy124sh41S­ .... 
48 CACL s' 
-. .. 
49 CALL SPLASH 
so sAv9(c4 P ttPR#Cdjh3PA)UNOOOC0 3C!(43 - '- -­




OMEGA a* bOUlO 
60 TO 20 





. . .. 
56 PN 1 PAZ 







HEAD-WINO RAWGE,IF(IPR INT ,N11 O5 VR iqY
NCON N 2 
iW V tJ I . ---------..-..... ......... 
.... . . . 
63 CALL SETIV ... ..... 
64 WNAZ 02 5 - - - - -.. . . .. . . ..... . -----. 
65 CALL VCONST 









TERM * SQRTIIPR*IP .UN.UN-2,OR*Z- PftUC0StipAZ.pN). 
HEAD.LLnEt nRM,
SAVIfJ.7I w MEADWCr(4| _.­ - - ...-----.... -. 
72 C 




IF(tPR:NY.NegO) PRINY ±014;SA iu l 










79 CALL PPL $H. . .. r.... . . .. . . 
82 I.SIGN TERM : T6RsH(1s!(EN RT nu Mi*J P UC" ...... -_N--.... ...- _____ 
83 
84 
TAIL P ($0IBERHUIMU D­
SAVP(J,8) N 7AIL*Cr(4) ... . .. .. ... . 




c CROSS-W IND &ANSE,





89 WNAt 0 P~i & HOI 
90 IF(WNAZiGE,TPIS W0ZiWNAZ-TPI 
91 CALL WCONST 
92 CALL SPLASH 
93 
94 
SIGN 9 1,0 
TERM * SORTt!PR*IPi*UW.UN-2,O1PA.UN.CU-St-! EX 1 ....... 




SAVE(J,91 * CRDS4le74) 







CON ; 0 
CALL SETIV 




103 CALL SPLASH 
o~ 104 105 
106 
SIGN : (IpRmUNI/A8S(!PR.UN1
TERM S SaRTltPR*IPA#UNUN- IPMPUN4COSrZPPNI) 









iFCIPRINeN9;o5 PRIqT 1026 
PRINT 1030 
112 DO IO 49il:AN­














tSAVeUt|#j4 I NAN.G 
tSAvE(Uv,iJIjNANG) 
122 PUNsCH 1096, tSAVBJJtfi#J*IiNANG) 
±23 120 PRINT 1040 
124 dC a CF|8)e9o j1 . .. ." . . 
125 DO 130 J±,NOG 
126 SAVE(J.21 • WAVEJ; eCF818 




120 SAVS(J 5) *AVEfJ;9ICFt8)
 
129 SAvECJ,61 • UAVECIJO1qCFIS2
 
130± ± SAVE(J,71v|c BS & tAOEIJflN4CFC ......... ...
 
132 SAvECJ,9S WAVE4JiV)?CFC-­
133 PRINT O0 tSAVe(UJI),IvI.91 
134 130 CONTINUE 
135 ONEdA i SAVED 
136 C 
137 1000 rQRKA(1HMI,2WHNA9A WAULOPS FLIWH! bENmR/7,'H WLLo'tsiALF0 VIA 
138 ;GINXA,//r608 UNIT-WIND EFFECTS, bOR!6L!S DGVLECTION ANb RANGS DERI 
139 ;VAT1VEI//)
140 1010 FORMATtISH vEHtcLE u ,A8O,t3H PAY LOAD i jrwa2;FW rst 




143 1011 FORMAT(±SH EARTH s ,I6 NOdOTdATNG N6BEY - . 
144 1012 FORMAT(13H EARTH ,±4MROTATINS MoDEL)
 
145 1020 FORMATtM1,5IHDETAILED T8AdECYOAt FOR NO WIND CASE WITH ELSVAfI"
 
146 ON *,F7,2,4H DEG;/)54H UNITS ARE piphs.DEOREE, EXCEPT RARGEINH) AN
 
147 iD ACC(GOI,/29H EARTH IS NONwROTATIRG MDELi,//)
 
±46 1021 FORHAT(ZWi, 4HDETAIO2D TRA4ECOMY FoR NO WIND CASE WITH EL9VAtI j49 .ON *,Pt2.44 DEG,/,54H ONIT "ARI ;Vj E! N-"'" 1R 
ISO .D A0C(GOI,,/,25H EARTH IS ROTATING MODPL.,//I 
151 ±022 FORHAT(lH1,S6HnETAILED TRA ECTOR* FoR RANGE DEnV CASE WITH ELEVATI
 




034 1023 FORHATt±HI46HDETAIED TRAJECTORY PrA HEAD WIND CASE WITH ELEVATI
 
155 oN ,,F7,2,4H DEG;/;5 4H UNITS ~e~pTCX A-RIENRi AN 
056 #D ACC(GO).,1/) 
157 ±024 FORHAT(1M±,16HnETAILD TRAJECTORY POR TAIL" WIND CASE WITH ELEVATI 
198 ,ON mP7,2,4H DEG,/,14H UNITS ARE FAPS-DtGdEE, EXCEPt RARGEINMi AN 
199 ;D ACCCGOh.,/i)
160 1025 FORMAT(IWIBHDETAILED TRA ECTORY fOR CROSS WIND CASE WITH ELEVpjI







164 1030 FORHAT(//i3IH prpts SYSTEM,//,
 
165 ,,HLAUNCH EL,7t,±SHNO- IND IMPAet!7n,2OAeRIOLIs DEFLECTION,
 
1:66 i5,IWRANGE DERIV,6N2SHUNIT * WIND SFPECTS,t, 
167 3m' SH(DE 7*N, r N9HsA~i; A2CDE 6 ..... jN3M f HN#5-9-sRNMI 
165 ,SNEAST(NM),6XSHINHDEO)i± X;i2HHL*D(NM/PP§),SXk,12WAIL(Rm/PRti,
 




































±1-2lc75 t8.127 LABE EFfCT PAGE 3 -
i5XaI3HCR0SS(1NMiFeSi//) 
1040 FORMAT(//.11 M-11-9 SYSTeM/g 
;1Za9HLAUNCH EL274,gI*JG-WIND ?HPAOTT7XSDCROLS bFLECTION, 
;xt~Rst~~~~i 
1050F0k T(82r4 r1 .V42P±.1, iXP1,;Xi 5f ; 
sF±075I 
1090 FORXKATf IN, LAUNCH VL!VAIOflNS DBG) pOR uAi~-AnD _EOrEQtSAJANGE BIE 
'RIV AND VORIOL2$ PeRL!fI!,4 62 
1091 FORMAT('NEAD U tT.WifllEFC NM tSG'/(7.,iXFb 
1092 FORIIAT('TA!L UNIT-1*!ND EPFOCT CNH/rT/SECI7.Fd3BIjF,5 
1093 F0RMAT('VR05V 0NtT.;WJiND EFPE;T (NMtFT/S C)(,/1jtF7,318(±XiT7.41 ) 
1094 F0RMATI'RANQ9 DE819wN / nl,;r3afrdi -
_ _______ 
1096 FORMAT('C0RI0L!S DIrLECTbOW TO 
RETURN 
END 









93302 01 11.2775 18,129 LAEL irFzUV AGE 
1 SUBROUTINE FZCURICIqO. -
2 a CALCULATION OF WtNbWEIGHTlNG FACTOR AID BALLISTIC WIND FACTOR'; 
3 
- 4 REAU LATLLfGL LAYLONG#MAS . _PR__ HPL,RbT.;MAH_L_LPlY.i._P 
1PAZ, 19 
6 CWABACTER NAMEe8. 
7 
8 
DLMENSIoN RGtl ;RzF00)IFZ$O8) 
COMMON/STORPO/ ZERbvONEPITQPI H*I;cr(g) 
9 COMONRSTOROI/ GO,ROIIEATGMRE RESdOESOIES.Ot 
COMON/STORO4/ GDLkTL;LATLLOAGL, HETALPHiLiODT,LITLONGTw.TA, ... 
11 * ~PH!;PAMAL;PS1L,GAMAPS7T- e2GLELGnAZGD,EL, 












16 AjjaI± V X91. 
CCHHON/sORi? NPMA NSMAX N LrNANVNVARPNPf.JfStENT-JTJSaN'C-. 
COMMON/STOR13/ APT AAAZ,APA,APRBoT;BOA89, 8 0VL;ECflOAZIPT, 
21 
COMMON/OR14/ IiAPEt7ItAPu2;1TAPEltITAP64;PRINTiPoNCNINDEX 
COMMON/STORgf/ NAMiARRAY(o0)A. ., 
22 EQUIVALENQE taht,9 ________ 
23 , CAIRAYIZb.1),DrZ) .. . 
24 c 
PRINT 1000 





IF 'ROT,NE,OPRINT 012 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -___-
SAVEo c OMEGA 
31 IPF(ROT ,EO, 01 MsA!t;0E-±0 
32 a 
e INITIALIZE T No0 WIND; -- - .­
34 IF(IPR;NT'i ) e IRT ±0O 
NOON 0 0 
36 CALL ET V 
37 CALL SPLISH 
38 UN R IPR 
39 PN s IPAZ 
RG(t ) = UN . .. .......... . .... 
41 FZ(c) z 0, 
42 DFZ$I| 0, 
9330 l"1iiva,";7 18 .129 LAPEL FPZ URV PAGE -2 ----.......... 
43 a 




ARIONAIRLEYJJIEl~IGN' ,NeiY _RN' . -­ "---.....------- - --........... ............. ___ 
4746 IrctPAIftN!,0NQON * g PRfNf0f LWAN~r . . .. . . .. .. . . 
49 CALL SETIV 
50 CALL HCOST ... . 
51 CALL SPLASH . ... . ..-.... ... 
93 RG(NLEV) a IPR 
54 FIcNLEV$ uO .. 
55 
5 a WIND UPYTi OTHER INTE8 --IAT L7TJS .--------­ * 
57 NENO a WLEV * . 
59 AMISH v ALEVtNi 
60 IF(IPRINT,NI 0) PRINT l02i ALOWAIIH . . . . 
61 CALL 5ETIV 
.62 CALL WCONST 
63 CALL SPLASH 
64ANUM SOR tlIPO IP NUr4I±L±0UA~lL.--------------
__________ 
65 RI(N) * IPR 
66 
67 
FZ(N) x ANUMIDNO. 
DZ1N) orFZUJ) - WNW 
68 100 CONTINUE 
69 DFz&NLEVS a FZbNLEQI FCZNEND) 
70 C 
__________ _ 
72 PRINT 1030 
73 ANUM a C!(4)CP(). 
74 DO 110 NEN . . 
75 DNOM a ALEVtW)#CF(. 
76 PRINT 104o., N,ALWV4ID±LOMxBhI.tAnE flfIABilJLEzNtinz..ThU. . . . . .. 
77 i ALEV(NIPDNeH ... 
78 1±0 CONTINUE 





PUNCH Q?0, NL0V;(AL0V(N).N|$jNLONIY -
PUNCH 091, tFZ(N);fN NLEV) 
PUNCH 10921 cDrZsNhNtiti _Y ..)----------------------










±deo FGRMA1(±M1,2VHNAgA' NACLOPS VL?9W'V BmNTIRi/2Y WALLOPh ISLAND. VIR 
~ GDNtA4//i3kJ rIZJ4eoAvE AND BALUUY JtNO 710!oW~i7I -




99 718 w HW T F7zi7H PTft!7N*ZW Irs,10,PN /S11IehF';gilJ 
,ZrbCiONRt 
91 101± r9RA0i5H A­ - Whmwunx-WOw~- -
lflb±RreMAyIft uAj-I4ERYJYIRVhIYb ' -
9 igo FrOMA?'t j±,!IRbEAIkI TAARcKrV rm-rar-wi- mUOtW 







911 to E -)!jjff3GEr; fP! 
NIf H) aAc 
-j FLO)e/1-----------------L- --- .­
"2?5FRM~kAT(Oflk








.1txt1ZHTZjv (2.tSW7~4NF1).92. IMII//2 
±AI40 FORMA I4rl1tf-F or 
19,raJAf4AS T'07&LLpYIAILUri4LIY
413I ,IIt -----
!05IM-jFA(t at MR~lh f!iU t flhiLP F 6.4L 
b22jyOmMA-tlULY rillnm a,.f~.dx~l 

















93302 011-57 E3 LABEL IPCAIL PAGE .____ 
1 ~SU680U!I!E MPAL -- PIN._ _______ 
2 c CALCULATION AT lHpkuY O__________ 
5 REALS IFTIIPA10PR- -
_ _______ 
6 DQUOPVR5C1fIo D ~ Q .- . . . . . -_________
VCOMhIONSYORPL' X0,T9,i0.R,8WATIlN11
RAHLI_____ AZibRy.GVWMA, -
COMMQN/STORSW/ GPLkyTULATL1LOWQ9UHEYALI !84LsQflLAI,14PI6AAPt14AAPeL9Ni±GLLG.ZD, - - - _ 
DIktOAX KTli
12 H TEED01100 --- .. - - -
. --
______ 
14 COMPON/S!OR1W/ OT PAAPAAl;WT W 0 OA&4 G . T 
____L__GZ_1 
15 IeAZIIRR 
17 CALL AZRAN(gc 1~(21;$(3).T) -___________ 
IS IPT a T 
19 IRn a SR . - -.- _ _ _ _ _ _ 
20 IRAZ kSRAZ -__________ 
21 RETURN
 
-- 22 END---------- -___-_________ 
_______ ____ 




































HAW1 LAGEL IPSTEP PAQE V 
SUBSOUTINE 29SYEV(,S 
AUJUSTHENT FOR S?6N9ZE AS INPACY CLOSES,-
INTeGER MKSy p 
clomm0N/s?0Rfl/ XeYO;ZG'ftXV7:AL4IRHLIM 
COHM0NS1ORfl/VflqA57EfCVLHV 
COM0N/SYoRO1/ T;DT; NP1:nYLA;D1A!;Te0,RRS sP,44PB1GRYINY. 
pH1~,ONAX4#KST9~tN60D 
7? p 8,O*DT 
DIST ! JE02TW 
IFCALT U,LTbIBTI XSljp.10000 
TT P DTeZ,0 
DIST 0 (YELtdZTT tOTT 
ipcD!st 'LT-i ALT) iruRN± 
RISTEP ! ± 
TT P AL/(VUI 4&OIDT) 
DT i AMNIC(1,DH&X 
RETURN 9 
END­
. . ~ - - -- -l- _ 
93302 01 1i.25.75 IS;135 LABEL LNT.... PAGE 
j SUBROUTINE LTNT(FXiIXIORDERMAXKBKEKXBIKKE) 
2 c LINEAR INTERPOLATIOR 8Y AITKEN ITERATION METHOD. 
3 6 






8 IORD a COSDS .. 
910 IF(MAX-ORDE8) 10;10#20t0 N m ORDER -!-AI-, 
11 ORDER a ORDIR- -1 
12 20 KI P KB 
13 DO 0O KKTKKPKK. 
14 XNEW a XI KKI 
15 DO 10 K:KIK. 





) GO To 40 
19 40 IIERO x -AV%fOADgR41l/2 
20 
a1 
IF(IZERO *LTt 1) ItBOi 




N c JJ* IZEb_ 
.._ 
24 FFDET(ltJJ) FpF(IZERO*(XtN),XNEW1.F(N)*(*(IZERO)-XNGk)i 
25 7(X(N)-X(IZE W.. 




DO 5 IE2,0 DER 
to 70 
29 IL * I a 
30 L =11 * IZEO. 
31 DO 40 M#I,OEDER 
32 J = M * IZEBO 






36 65 CONTINUE 
37 70 FI(KKI x FFVUT#OADVRIORDRR) 
30 KI a KSAVE ± 
39 t00 CONTINUE 
40 oRDER - lORD 
41 RETURN 
42 END LINt - -­




PRINTS DATA ITeRED ON FILE NTPI 














PRINT 4000, NAMEGO TO 109 ..... ..... 






99849 01 01-21-76 15,834 LABEL PCM PAGE ir 
- SUBROUTINE .M(NF;SOLV) 
C. MODIFIED ADAZSaBASHFORTH PRES9CTU-CORRECTOR METHOD, 










CONMON/STORJI/ NPMAXNSMAX#NPLNAMaGVARNPNP 4 JSPENT,S,JSC, NGN COMMON/STOR14! ITAPEIITAPE24ITAPE34 1TAPE4,IPRINTIRUNCHINDEL 
PARAMETER C1455,0/24,0, C2;59.0f/4,nZ C337,/ ZAo C4.9,0/24,a,
C5419,0/24,0, C65.,024.0 C7%,0/24,0, C8z251,0/270.Qj . 
.... 
.... 
14 :., EO C C9419.0/270;0. i------.. .. .. . . .- . . ........-- - .....-_-  ... .... . ... 
14 
Uz 
C. PR~EDICTORl ARV ITS NODIVAIiR,













C FUNCTIO' F(ST*DT), 
T = T+DT 





EMAX = 0, 
SNAL V-ALUE- AND-44IUM.iR 
. 
-RR"R, 
29 ~ DO 110 1,,4; 
34 
32 
.3qDPF C4*FUPS*)CS*F,4.6rtr,3)cl*LI,a,C(l) = qStt) + DTOOPF 








36 g4 S1({1' 2 IZ 20i0-IPGMT.4-EMAX = .AAX FRW(t)*ABS4PC(I))ijO CONTINU5 SMAX = .%#tAxA14 . . . . .. . . .. . . 
-
37? STEP SIZ4-Afq6TMrNT ACCORDING TO AC41JRACY REQUIREMENTS, 
139 
4q 
- IF E " '' 
FC ,4 X GT-
' ' rT N z ' 




.. . ... 
4A 
44 
0'IF(NOnLMGSTEP) GO To 500 
IF(EMAX LPr qPTINY) GO TO 300 - -
99849 01 01-21-76 15,34 LAREL PCM PAGE 2 
41G TO 5o. 
44 1 - . 
45 .C - DECRaASE THE STEP SIZE, .. 
44 
42 
200 TT x Dr/2,0
IF(TT ,LT. 311M) GO TO 500 
S*, 48 T T-DT 
4? OT TT 
5a 1FrTTTT4,3),GE,TNPt) DT=(T'P1-T)/4,O 
5-4. - fOpt4Z-0. 2 o 444 
-­
54 210 CONTINU.r 
"-55 54 CALL RKd(NF;S0LV)RETURN 
-56 
58 
fl- INCRrArSE. Hi SZP-.SIZE, 




IF(TT rIqI AX4 G0 TO 500 
lF((T*TTsf4.f,GE,TPl) GO To 
OT x TT 
500 
62 00 310 I111R 
64 OPSLL *z E) 
-.­
64 310 CONTINUE 
65 CALL RKA(NFOLV) 
66 NGOOD a A 
6Z RETURN 
68 C 
6a .C. RiWASE-C4NGEI,. 
--.-
-




DO 410 I 1;N 
DPS(I) a SI ) 
413 CONTINdE 





T = TNPj 
IF(AaS(T-T4) .LT. TSO*1.OE-06) GALL BOCAL 
79 
80 
Rr(IPRI'JT ,46, 0) CALL TPRINT(S,1)
RKSTEP a 3 
8 OT q.-r 















- 4NTE.GRA-I N- BOMPLETE 
500 CALL SOLV(5.
DO 510 '1Ifl.. 
DPSI). C.S(. 




.. . .. 





F(1J) z Flr4) 
F(1,4) LF(?,3)
510 CONTINU. 






--- IF4H R.I T..E, 
RETURN 
ENO 














































































i1-2W75 18,141 LABEL ADATA OAQE__ 
SUBROUTINE eIATA 







COM ON/STOBflZ ZERotOUEhfJ QIi1EJiz.RIt; FEgP/--T_...... 
COMMON/STORQt/ G6,A.OMEAIGMRE6,ft~,SO,$Q|IES .. ... ............ 
COMMON/STORIS/ PlES-EN-OITOMPOOUNDT... 





NVMkXi' mb4AXTNtLtN 4 kfllfl&NgiNj~ 4 SLflQ. 
2,T*-WpI APE ITAP94 N IMP N - ,N .O . . 
COMMON/SYORt/ NAMIflRRA!( ,00)
COMMON NPSTNSEP;N P;NM ,KMSR(29i;ftMAS5,3bTAy()"ANG(W6± )t(4h 
a PLM(tO),YPWT5TTRER(42);MSNP(3a),TSP(zQ)t eME I,A( 9Y,14I 
DATA SLCG,St g"02w;/ 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQUIVALENCE 
IIAEE2,IR)tIlPi .... .. . 
tAeR YFIi(ARR4Y($OO). N ARRAv(&99),Ff).. 
. . ... . 
* tARRAY 1Z98X). 
c 
I = NPMAX+2 
DO ± Jxill 
PRTLJ) 4 IA±E±-
TSEP(J) * 1,*E1i± 
-
MSEPWd A 0, 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 2 JciNSMAX 
TSPIJ) v 1,01+0. 
2 CONTINUE - - -
IPRZ A IPRINT ED, 2 
REAUR JoO0I NAME 
READ{fR,0OQG} LINE 
READ(IR;1001I MASOiY3D 
READ(IRjtOO9 LINE ... ..... 
READ(IR,%001) NPT(e4N(!Iiir±NPSTI
READ(IR.1O00i LINE 











READ(Ri100&I NS PI(YSU01thi~l;NSeP) 
RIAD(~jiSOSS LIVE 
RIAV(H1001) NSMPjtN$EPI)IINjNSP) 
RN A F sDo 0 tniNi 
M8EIA(&I 0S WW 
GONTINU 
I1F(7NOT,IPR2 GO Td It 
PRINT 5000 
. . . . .. 
--
.P. . . 











PRINT 00921 NPST(PHTdI)ltWPST).. 
PRINT ,903, ' SPj(T6R(II:tINEP. 
PRINT 5054, NSRpv4P(HDPCIJIb, NSEP. 
11 CONTIUE 











Ir(tPR2| PR NT'50lOj NP 
RUAV(?R;IQOOu LINE 
RIA~taRt&O L'INE 
READ(IR;100 1 etIIiflgj± 4) 
ADDl 4 - -
DO $10 J. 4 









IF(JNE,2) sO vO 104 
DECSDI(LINEiIOG2)









eADD !f BCI)*ERESO 
100 CONTINUE I 
104 RADCR±9 01) HAflIA(IJhtS1,MA) 













105 NM(J) 9 MAX 
IF(dT,?,7 ;O. J., 61,8GO TO 110 
IF(MAx:Nt21 Go TO S0 
IF(A(1,7I,ITJZHR0 'AND, A(3Zf',lLt;ZERO)iO6 m &((Lls,l.LTjZERd;AND. A(2,8$,LT" 29RO$ 
PCg .o 0 ... ... 
107 Ailw?| i $LUO 
A12 1 8 SLUG.. 












9330'ii± W25975 18h141 LABEL nfATA PAGE _
 
85 GO To ,406
 




17 A(2v8) t S-"'
08. 110 CONTINUE •. ..... . .
 
a9 SCO 9 AINHIM )j.. 
90 Slyy 8 A(NMtA),81 
-- . . ­
91 DO 115 ioiNMAR 
9a A(1)01) f AI?,Q1) 4 owt~kPI93 Ail,02) t AI?,OZ) * ADD 
-.- . .
 
94 .A(1,OI) AfIId~j*I. L..__________95 A(31 06) 9 A .1-. 4 1YCNP. - - " ... . ........... . 
96 AtItlO) * At? e1Q).l*~) -. 
.­97 A(1%121 0 Al|t,21#0011|
 
98 115 CONTINUE .. .. ..... . - " 
 . 
.NT9RPOLATIN$
99 a BGR;... 
±00 -- M6 1 0d~ R ~ .. __ 
101 DO 120 :01*NQA* 
102 X(I| 4 AlI1, ..
 




105 DO 150 0970 .. .. ....­
106 MAX e NH J)...
 
107 DO 03 I MAX
 




110 CALL LITcFk lX )v.N i) 
I11 MAX c NMII)±12 DOA40Il c p __ 







117 GO TO 180




119 MAX F NMW1) 
120 DO $70 1*3, 1x 
..121 A(1:7) : AC 7S . . . .-. .. ... . . .122 AtI 1 a A(lif8 . ...... ... ........ .. . . 
123 170 CONTINUE 
124 
175 
NM(i) a Nt{(11 -_ 
NMCOJ a* J 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 




73302 01 11-25.75 *0±t- - - -~. -LABEL ftDAItA- PAGE 
127 DO 250 K9,1SP2
 
128 4 K * % .....
 
129 IFCNM(K).EQjt SAND. ABS(A(1.K).A(2WK));LY;ZENoI GO TO 210
 
13Q DO LJI - j N A q .. ... . .. . .. . .
tkt - .. . . .... . .. . ..

j31 F(I) 6 ...
AIIU 






135 MAX a NH*J)
 
136 CALL fLJTAW,r1Xt e 6F U .AiNNAIJ 1W_ 4 - _ _
 
137 MAX q NM4).







141 NM(J) F NM.4.
 142 GO M 0 . .. . . . ...
143 210 CONTINUE
 
144 MAX v NM.4)
 
145 DO RO IP* HAX ............
 




148 NNLJI .qN4IAI. ....... ... .. ..... .......... . .. ... . ...... ... ..... ..... .....
 
149 230 CONTINUE ..... 
.... ..
 
10 C INTTRPQLATIQNS END .. .
191 WRITE(IW| W 11I,I=9 =1*. ....
 
152 IF(1PR2) PRINT 5011i t8(I)ISI4,4) .... .
 
103 DO 290 a*±,14
 
1.4 MAX F NNJ)
 
±55 WRITE(IW) MAgiWA1I 0J)Z!s1MAX3








160o C SPENT STAGES, .........
 






164 N$p x NSP.1 ...... . ...........
 
165 IF(IPR23 PRINT 5920, NsP
 
166 READ(IRIQQO01 LINE .... ..... ..... .... ... ...
 
167 READCRjiOO) TSedJSPI,SPHtNSPIB3 ...............
 






























































ii-2I 75 18141 LAWE RDlA PAGE 
-
WRITE1tIW B )
IF(cPR21 PRINT 5021 i 




IKCAK;GatU 00 10 
MAX x 2 
A(i2J) , AC4Ji± 









GO To 400 
450 CONTINUE 
aUQO FO RMJA t --­l -_.-... . . . .-- .. . ................. ....... . .. .. 
±001 FORNATIV) 
1002 FQRMATIOOA.. 
5000 FORNAT(iM±, 4HINPU* DATA SET No1 d/ot1OfH AFTER INTIRPOLATIONS tO 
GET AERODYNAMIC ATA REPESRBD To t-fTRE VARIABLE AD ONE HACH N 
0o;VAR!A6LES 
5001 EDRMUA tmis4 tuAPiN W 9MP@URN4OUT TIAN *.IPEI___­5002 FORIATC/p9 NOMEl - -PHASES 
. " . .... .... . . --.... .. 
,(cotprE%3.5)
5003 FRAAT(,;25 NUMBE& aV SPENT STAteS 00i115HP START TIMES *dp 
;tl0apaE1,511)
5004 FORMAT(/25H NWHBEa OF SPENT 5?ASOM I.f2v±,H. THUIR MA§SES,,/, 
5010 FORMATf//,! M PO§RW NO.12,±--H 
5011 FORMATC/&9H ARSAT S. (CPE13,|).5012 FORMAT(/19 ASR~q A.ieNP;J4MAX.;i5:/.ilcPtR3.)fl 
5020 FORMAT IIt1 ±P SPENT STAG! Nay * zlyH q---,
5021 FORMAT(/,14N TSP;SPN;B3,s;/.341PEt3f,$5 
RETURN 













uRgAflNG THE DATA AT PHASE OHMdSt___ 
I IEMi RKW~iOnRl - __ 
REAL HASS*,HeR0P .NPLiHP0T.MACFHPJOSVUCPaFIY!,MRSEP 
DOUBLE PREC10N DRm1pG. 

























NR wNP I1 
NP± NP *I-
TNP& , OpWrTflAI --
REAflCTAfE&L (Wil)ILt4 1______________ 





























SUBMdCNP) v RAS$ - A11i3A 
























SUBM(NP) SUBNSpP MSEPCJS1I 
Do $go l;N-P, 
!F(CABST.TSMJ1) 1 
JUC 0 JSC*t 
















.. . .. . . .. . . ... ...... .. .. . . .. . .. . ... .... . ..... . 
__ 
9330201 112575 18j146 LABEL A4 PAQL.- ±. 
2 e 
SUBROUTINE RK4N.OLV).. 






RALSTON COEEVICIRNYS ARE USED FOR MINIMUM 0ROR BQPNDS 
INT;O SRftKSYPP . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . .. . . .. . . . . . . 
6 DOUBLE PREC2 WION DO ;DPC.DPF 
a COHMON/SOROC/ T-iyi&_pI ijL.iDiit1TBO_____E___PB__ET___ 
9 * D~ .__._ .... _________oO 
$1 DATA Al/ 0,41
 
12 DATA 91:82.91/ is-Y3Zp~ 

4DATA 1I.2,0.4/ 6 4941,63 09 jlq4v7- -- _______ 
16 CALL.BOL .- . . ......II. .. .
 
17 DO 15Q Jy1,RSTEP..
 
I8 TT a T.....
 
19 DO llS ItNP-.. .. ..-... .......
 
21 S l1 DPS('il ' *i±.(@ ) .
 
22-- 110 CONTINUE ..... ...... . .. ._.
 




25 DO £20 1 N -- - - - -.... .- -. .. . . . .. ­
26 G(I) * OT7! I151 
27 $411 q DPS(I 6 U0MlIII 84G2 
.2b 120 CONTINUE. ­
29 T c TT + B T.. 




33 Sqi N DRS-IS 4 %06:11)- C2.G0jl *
34 130 CON IINUE -...- . .. ...... . ...... ... ...... . ... 
35 T g TY tDT. .. . 
36 CALL SOLV(5) . 
37 DO 140 IMi NV ... ....... . .­
38 G4(1) QN rI5 
39 Sil1 OPS(il * D±.eivr, D0.G24I1 * ~j -* .. . . ­
40 DPSI).9,1I..­
41 ORCII 0,o 
42 140 CONTINUE . . 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -- --- .-- __ 
03302 0± 1±-2 Z75 &8'i146 -- LABEL fl4 PA E 
43 !F(RKSTEP,E2l± o TO 150
 
44 JU J** I
 









93302 6i 1-25 75 18,148 - ___- ABSLRET$ E ± __ 




a INTERPOLATES BETWEEN THRUST AND 




....... . . . 






















a INTERROLATIQN BETWSEN MACH NO TABLES, 
CA 4 0, 
20 I!(FOUND ,Egg 0.D To 12 . . 
21 MACH o VEL/SOUND 
22, CALL RTERP(MACHJ,.iio$1 0......... 




FRAC a (MACH4 W(J4)I/A( 1o4I3; Ac4.4))
0 0 AJi) rRC AJ15)-AtU;
IF(KODE2 GO TO 10. 
. ........ 
27 CHP a A.J,$0j * PRAC*A(JlIO)*AJ-_O)­
29 
6 SLOPE a 
LOP a A(J,141 
*(J~ 
* FRACOSAC01J1 4SA J;14)T ................. 




1±0 CA w A(1#5) 
IF(KODE) GO TO 




SLOPE a A(uig21 
LOP v A(t, ) 
.-. 
" - . . . . 
-7--­
36 GO TO ,50. 
37 
38 
120 CA F A(NM(5),5. 
121 IF(KODE) GO TO 1O0 




LOP . A(NM(14),±h, ...... 







INTERPOLATION BOEtW5N TIME TABLE;
150 I(SCASCSh1.1I|-A(t,1) 2DOi2lrZO20 
200 CALL RATtMti j.igt2oS2±O" 
__ 
DELT * xo, iflii,'YF.... -.. 
DELM 8 AI4iyR)-AlIP' 
FRAG 9 (TYAt sjt)*6EL'TT Rf.A$J42)$fAc. flJt,2).AgJ;2|).BeI|*PRES "-
. 
.-­





N2PMRSPUPA(aI)4FAPDELKM!IU40O0E) RSTURJ-____ ____ 














55LOG PAhJ,71 *!APl(t7#4,l 
iyy a AWJ,81 * V8AEflA(J1,A)-A4V,8-. 
RETURN
ttQ TNR E At.2l..... -_. 
MPRSP a ACIVS) 
IA(KOVE) RETURN 
HDOT 0$ 
LOG i A(C 7|
IVY A(... 
BETUR.-- - -_ 
22O TWR q D, 
MPROP F o; 
IF(KOOE) RETURN 








LOG 0 A(NM(1)ol) 
yY S ANM(* f-6-i,. 
RETURN 











933o2 012l-2 71 ±8150 	 - LABEL OTERO PAGE .. 
1 SUBROUTINE RTERP(VaL;I,*.*l
 
2 a INTERPOLATION PROGRAM CALLED BV ROCKET.
 










9 , PLM(2D)iPHTt32).TSER(32I.MSOP(32)wTSPf20)hsMt20I,A(99,.4i 
.. . .. . . . . .
 
11 3 = LPREV()
 
12 MAX : NMIU)
 
13 IF(V,GTA(L ) ,.ANo V.L6,A(4..1It5I 00 TO 200
 




16 I(V - VPREVtI) i6oaool .O
 
17 IOU J a 2
 
18 JE f L + ±
 
19 GO TO 120
 
1i0 JR @ L + ±
 
21 J2 * MAX
 
22 120 DO ±30 J2JE3. ..
 
23 JSAVE = J
 




26 140 L t JSAVE - I
 








*o 2 o 1-i .17. 2 .. . .. . -.-..... .. .. . .LABEL *iMAT PAGE .- . 
1 SUBROUTINE aXINAY 
23 a0 ROTATION mATIIA PR ?OPOClNTij seo-cEN) 10 INERTIAL, 





co RV yitflCOMMOR/SYOR S/ s±3Vi, PR ~~4Ew±,~T~5 
x •ai±1 ..... ... . .. ... . .. . . ..... .. . ... . .. .... .. . 
Y p SAZ) . ... ... ... ... 
12 Z ; S%3­





RXy a PS O R T 1 ) 
AT E - - -- -
. ... ... ... .... 






























27 RTI31 RXYaRi 
20 RBTU -----­
29 END 
03302-01 21.25Z75 tS,i54 LABEL SET3V PAGE 
1 SUBROUTINE SETIV 
2 0 INITIALIZES ALL THE NECESSARY DATA BEFORE STARTING PHASE NO 1' 
3 
4 
8 TPI ROUTINE INITIALIZES STEP DT BY INTEtRATING FIRST BY RK4 WITH 
PPThDTLA ONE STEP AN THEN WjTH :DTfl -?g JQ SPEPSi AND 
COHPARINB AT T.T*DT 1NtE bRA I0N VARIAB E B TAINED DSFTEOENTL. 
. 
-N 
6 A IF ERROR LIES BEYOND THE EARO BOUNDS A NEW STEP DT IS ITERAYDfl; 
7 0 NCON W w F'ES LAUNCH AND INERTIAL ORIGINS, 
8 0 0 0 TAKES LAUNCH IN AD ERANEi 
9 e * I TAXES LANOCH IN Ac FRAME; 
1911 148 * 2.ONLY ASSUME$ THAT. WitD 11. -- - .­ ________ 
t2 INTEGER MKSTEPORDHR 
13 
14 
REAL LAT6,LONGLLATLON.NMASS 4HPROPPLHDOTiNACHLCOLCPIYTvHSEP DOUBLE PRECISION DUSjDPCAR;4ARZ 
15 EZTERNAL SOLV5D 
to DIHENSIQAE2.41.-------- *_______ 








COtHON/SToROS/ Xdsta:ZO R,RXlALTvRTHI2 , 










COHMON/STORC7/ T;DTLTNP2IDTLAADTAI iTUORKSTEPEPBIGEpTINY, 
29 
4DHINlDHAXKSTU 





COHMON/STORO/ MASSpMPROPHPLJSUBMC32H OMTTHA*RACH hA,ADQS,
* SLOP,;CMP;LCG;LCP41T;SY6.Z 
COHMON/STOR±O/ WEWMHLASTWND NAZ;ALONHIaIsNLEV,ALEV(iOQ$,
ALTW( 00) VPLEti0O);V4LN(IO0) 







COHMON/STOR14/ ITA0E1IITAPS2;1TAPE;, TAPE4;PRINTIPUNCH,IND X 
COMON NPSTINSEP;NSP;NH(14)KSP(291,RASS?3VDAVC3)iANG61 1eBf 4 j. 
39 * PLMH2O),PHTtlT ITSEP(2)iMSHP(32)TSP(20),SPMI29IA(99 14. 
40 c .. 
41 IFrNCbN) O20,330 
42 e 
03302 01 1±-2,;Th 1O,154 - LiABE SETIV FAE 2 
43 10 CONTIRUE 
44 e FIx LAUNCH AND INERTIAL ORIGINS, 





48 AR z DATANIZR2) 
49 LATL * ARI 
90 TMETAL q -LAIL * HRI 
51 
52 
Sm 5 DSIN(ASM) 
CM a DCOS(ABI) 
53 PWIL#LONGL 
54 IF(LONGL;LTi PNH!LSPI4LONGL 
55 AR1 LONG­
56 SO a VSINCABZ) 
97 
58 
CL 0 OCOS{Agg) 
ERS P ODLAT49 WTL . . . .... . ... . . .. - - - - - - - - --.. . .. ... . 







62 RE p R.SQRTtE9Qi/t -E8G*CM*-M)i . -.. 
63 
64 
XO " RE*OM*CL 
YO w REtem*GL 
6566 ZO RES.IF(!PRINYN14 2g RETURN 
67 PRINT 5000 ICON 
68 
69 
PRINT 5001, 8DLATL;LAL.THETAL#EPS 







73 20 CONTINUE 
74 c INPUT LAUNCM fAGLES ARE IN GffO-CETC FAAHE. 
75 C ENTER HERE IT LAUNCH ANGLE5 Akg CHINGED, 











40 $1 Skz CAZ a DSIN(ASII a DOOSCARII 
42 AMI1fLJE2Idfl.CILtQkt .. ...........  
83 AR2sDSORT(,0DQU;AR.#ARI. 
84 GAMA a DATAMIABX/A2). 






PSI = DATANtARI±AR). 
I;(PS ,L'T,.O PSI!PSIATP! 
EL v SAMA 
90 Al P PSI 
91 ELGD a ELGDL 
49 AEGO x AZGDL 
93 9 
94 30 CONTINUE 
95 t ENTER HERE IP LAT, LONG, AND LAUNCH ANGLES ARE NOT 6HAN EV, . .. 
96 EL o GAHA 
97 Al % PSI 
98 AR = GAMA 
99 ST 0 DSIN(ASI) 
100 CT v OCOS(ARX) . ... . . ............. 
lei ARI 9 PSI 















... . .. 
±08 SAZ DSIN(AR1 
109 
110 
CAZ - DCOS.... 
ARI z SEPS.CX*CU . ;epS *ST 
. 
t 1II112 AREELGD 1=0DO = HRI * AR±**. 
113 
±14 
IF(AR2 ,LT. 1.OD-15) GO 
AR2 9 DSORT(AR2) 
TO 31 .... 
I "4 115 
116 
ELGD c DATAtARi/A0e 
31 ARZ a CT*SU 
117 AR20CEPS*CTCU-SEPSOT ......... 
Ile AIGDFDATAN2LARDAR2) ... 
119 IF(AZGD.LT.Ofl AZGD!AZGD'TRI . .. .................... . 
120121 a1 . ... .. . 
-'0122 0 INITIALIZE THE INTERATION VAR!ABLES AND PARAHETERS, "-­
123 c ITEBATE FOR OO0D INITIAL STE O-;DT - " -'. 
124 DT F DTLA 
125 RKSTEP a 1 
126 1±0 IF(RKSTEP .O, 2) 60 TO 12 .. 
j~ibI 6di ii.j~qi5 ti;tii7- LABEL sefv PI 4 
128 0 
29 120 No 1 
lpNO% 




132 TNPi WWITSP) 




R F RE * ALY 
'136 vELiTA~v(St:Xf jftL' 1 0tvO .lLveLV0LIx 
±38 WNcC, I -W 
139 REWLND ZYAPOP ­
±41 
J40REABC?-TAPE3) CB()i!*l #4) 
B31w5(3/2,O I q lmqt41*2 
143 
142 O &25 
DOG 124 
,4 
1.±,NVAR - ____ -­
144 A(i,j3 F 0, 
145 124 CONIINUE 
146 READCITARff3) MAX;(Xc?-ivi.!M;MAXi 
147 NN{~j) a MAX 
148 
149 
'LRGV(4) # 1__________ 
VRSV(IJ) sAt±yJ) ______ .­




MOt a 0; 
SUBM(NP3 a SMASS 4 MOL 
MRREV 0 1 
AC1.31 -
156 ARREV a0. 
197 KSTEPUIit0 NSOODm 
158 JSCO I flgWO -­
159 INDEX a 0 
160 Sli) a!CWWI. ------ -- - ____ _______ - ________ 
161 
162 
S(21 b R*GIMflL 
5(33 0 ReSM 
163 V1cVEL*CELOGAZ-­
£64 V2:VEL*CEL*9AZ - --­
165 V3*-VEL*SEL -.- --- - - -






AS I fC)V1 
~ ?ilf.W 
RI(5*V9 $ Rthl.Vtj. OW0 AN8lW IS 
93302 01 1tw25.75 1854 LABEL SETIV PAGE 







5%?) 9 01 
S(8) t of 
S(09) *CLtU.C *s M CT'SLtSu* 
S(1o) *CU*CtASL.SK * CL'CT.SU * 
S(1) U ON*OUtIT + S eST 
S(12) CL.SMOIU ; CU4SL 
0H4CL:ST 
ON*SE*ST 




S(14) a *CMi*U 
D0 ±30 st; t4 
DRSflI a scil 





IF(RKSTEP 0S, 31 t 
CALL RK4114IEOLVSDI 
IF(RKSTEP ,. 2) ao 









RESTER p 2 
GO TO 119 
190 150 EMAX a Os 
191 DO t60 1i'±,4 
192 
193 ERR ; 0,IF(ABS(StI)i'G,:1;06 8 ) ERRABSR(ij-SAVEj)/S(I) 
194 
195 





ENAX t RMAX/15j0 . 
!r(IPRINY;EC2oeRINT 5005: DT*2,ENAX,SAVES..
IF(SNAX &it E.OS) 1701100,± 
199 170 RESTEP * 3 
200 GO TO W18 
201 
202 
180 IF(BT - OMIN) 170,170j190
190 RISTEP v 1 




900 I!(IPRIN?,Ne;2 RETURN 





PRINT 5011; ELSDL.AAKAEL 
PRINT 5O12, A0IV[LAIA? 
PRINT 5013, T#nT;N0,RKSTEP 



































11-29;75 18154 LABEL *jEpI PAGE 
C 
5000 FORMAT(±Mi,4HTHR ORIGIN AT TUE LAUNCH SITE IS FIXED; NONk ,iai 
5001 FORMAT(fr250 GOLATLLATL;TMETAL.EPS ,,4(iP13,5)) 
SQQ2 EQRMAI(/171k4 I.O.LiPHf4!L.A2R01 .­ --- - - -
5003 FORMAT(f.±4 RbA,;yO1 ZQ *74(jEP35)) 
5005 FORMAT(/,' ITEOATIOR VOR GOOD STEP SIZE - DT,EXAXSl4Ba oito
' S WjTH DT ONE STEP AND S WITH DT/2 T40 STfPV,/# 
(O0#/11 1) 
50±e FORMAT(/I/#7OH THE VEtOLE ATTITUDE AND INTEGRATION WARIA0LES ARE 
,IRITIALIZEEt NCON;i t ...... 
5011 FORMAT(t/160 ELGDLVGAA;EL 0(IP135.. 
5012 FORiAT(/,5I5 AfL01VoP Z u E1PE3,5)f 
503 FORMAT(/tiHT TiDTIQPRISTE ,










END .. . .. ..... .. ... . . . . - -.... .. ..   . 























DOUBLE PRECIWtIN D PC L 




COHMON/STOR05/ VT(3)VACS)3VEL ACC,VOLIMYVEIM 
COMMON/STOROO/ RYIT )
CDMMON/STOROB/ S( iF(14,3),DPS(i4).DPCti4)OTEW(I4qiP(6a20) 
COMMON/STOR09/ MSSMPROPltPLISURM(32)HfDOTTHMACHiAAD9Q 
, SLOa*,GMP.LCGflPIVYYSSZ 
COsMON/SYORID/ WR,RN;VLASTW N .VAz;ALO ,AHIGHNLEV;ALEV(lOOd$ 
, A 
COMO/SYOR1a/ NPMAx;NSMAXjNPLNANGNVARYNPNPI.JsEhnj!,JiI N 
COMMON NPSTNSEP;NsP;NH(14)gKSPt2G)QRMASST3PTAV(3TANG(61 (411 












IF(NCONEO,2) CALL WTERP 
GR a GM/(R*R) 
Si a S(4) + OMEGA*S(21S2 a S( $ OMG eS(it 








VT(3) RTIt7)wS1 4 R 1CE04S2 i* RTI(9)*St6l
VS = VT{i)**2 * vT12.*2 * VTt3)*2 
VEL = SQPT(VtQOOS a DENS.VSD*S(3) 
CALL ROCKFT('TAUE,






a THR - AD 
38 
39 
SI s AF/VEL 




AFC2 S$:VT12)AFC3 Si VT 3) 
F(IK) i S(4 
03302 01 ±ii275 -tif? - _____- -- LA85L eOLV30 PAQE 2 
43 F(2aK1 Yv I____ 
44 F%3.K ! (45 F4~ a OR' 101) *wi.(RlT:t)*Arc14fltliiAPC2.RTI?).ArC$I 
-- ----­ __­
46 F(5sK) f GR'WiLtA#*TJfl(RT12).AFCk*kTjij!qAPC2;.RTfl8).A~!j









EQUATIONS or MOTIONS IN 5 DIMENSIONS, 
3 C 
4 REAL MASS, MROPHPLHDOT.MACHLCG.LCPIYYDmSEpdNANB;LSMLEXCG 
5 1 JDOCON 













COMMON/STORQS/ S(j4),F(i4,5) ,PS(14)iDPC%14)oERW(14)'SP(6,20i 
14 COMMON/STDR09/ MASSMPROPMPLSUBM(32);MDOT,'HR.MACH;CAPADOQS 
15 , SLOPEiCMPLCG#LOP#IYiSYDSZ 








COMMON NPSTNSEP;NsP;NM(14)#KSP(20jRMASS, 13OTAV(3)iANG(61)rB(4i, 
PLM(Nb),PHT152),TSEP(32);MSSP432)1TSP(20),SPM120)#A(99si4i
EQUIVALENCE Ctti'1)t~0,f9j S±3RS) $±)R~~
St3;RM22)(S(14)ARM32) 
23 C 





RH3i*RMI2 - qMjj*RM32 
RMHl*R22 - RM21*RM12 
27 CALL RTIMAT 
28 CALL AT4SPH 
29 IF(NCON.EOQ,) CALL WTERP 
30 OR X*M(R9 


















+ gM2j4V2 + RM31.V3 




VA(J) z RM13SV± * 0P23*V2 * RM33*V3 




42 CALL ROCKETC;FALSE;) 






keACFA * D4TA~tA*1) 
- --. 









54 JBCSN 6 MDOTkL0XQ 
.. 
55 PDCOEF a O;fkCP Qls~e4)VL, 
56 JDCON x JOC0NW2,0 
-----­
57 TERM i 1,0/flY 











65. AJo NAAJDCON.gY 
--
62 L5HesA6S(UCG*LCP) 
- - _____ 
83 F( 5,1%j * 9t4) 
- - , , -
64 Ft 241 LA-S15) - - -­ _ _ _ _ 
65 F( 3.K) p flU 
-66 Ft 4,1) a G:RI#7 a f-
67Ft S,K) GS R *tWI!.tRMZk*.ARMabR WA- - -68 F% 6,K) a8Rj~ 0 WTI?*CR)431 AokRla*i~iH-____49 Ft 7,K%) W-A*LSN Q ODCo6FsV---
70 Ft fi0 ILd____ 
__71 Ft 9:1KK RMI2*St Wo13s!y 
72 FjIQ IK) RM42:St 7 H23SY 
73 FfilU S RH32.s± R H33ast%-
-- - - - -
74 Ft ta1%) & * M1±*SZ 
-- - - -------
75 rtii,K m.-M21*9Z 
- - - - - -- -










_ _ _ 
-_______ 
______ 
_ _ _ _ _ 






- - - ----
---­
-__ __ _ 
- - - - - -
-








REAL LATL,LCNGLDLAY,LONG,MASS,PROPPLgDbtiMACHDLC4 ,LCP4IYY!PT* 
6 ,. IPAr,!PR,MSEP 
7 DOlUBIE PRECISION OflSIDfPCAa±.AR2 
8 CWARACTEA NAflE.8G 
9 EXTERNlAL. SOL VOWLVID 




CO$MON/S ORO±/ G00GROMEGA,OM,RE,RO,ESO,ESAZ.ESG± 

















*DHIN.2 .AX#KSTEP, NGOOO 
23 COMMON/STOROS/ S(14 F(14.5)*DPS(i4)#PC±4)ilW~i4),SPC6.,C0T 

















COmMON/STOR12/ NF!AXiNSMAXiNPLD NANG,NVARvNPDNPi, JSPENTJSJS ,NCON 











* PLM(2O bpNTca2I.TSEe(321bMSEP{32),TSP '0) ,SP14120) ,A(99,j4) 
EQUIVALENCE CARRAYtfl1SAVE$±,1l)) 
36 C 
39 SAVEO x OMEGA 
41 
4zr I(IRQTEQ,O) OMEGA~t'.QE.± 
REWIND ITAPE 4 
- - - -
42 DO 700 IP=1,NPL 








































































1U75-- LABEL SPEN§T PAGE 2 
MLLP~(e 
PR NT.$000 
1* aiTi4gfOPINT loll 
iR(NLI If VPR NT i013 
0sM-i~ -PRIN! 103,4
HIEtiss.Rvi 1 )Afl N! tots5 





EtCO3Lw 4N~i1AJ - -
DO-fill K*1,NVP.... 
B611 t 0-- ---­
.. . . . . . . . . . .. .. ... . .. ".. . . . . 
8(21' -01 
0(4) _ ... 
REAOWtTAAE4lJ1Et1ZSyCK7.(




Do 20 IiI'NVAR .Ati tJi tP . .. . ... . . _ .. ... ..­
20 CONTINUE .. 
IE(JLT,4RIAI.ITAEALM.. 
t49-L.TO 21 
,yIXLLI II.IHAI .. . .. .. 
..... 
_ -_ . .. 
" 
. ...... ".. 
21 NN(J) 11MAX ... 
LfREV(JI v , 
VREMV(J) x* l 
50 CONTINUE 
READ§ TAE41 (3(L);!i#t6)




NRI p VP + i 







t._tI tt . . -
ini-------­
- - - -. 



















































































18161 LABEL SPENT" GE 
DT a OTLA 
SUBM(NP) = 
KRREV = I 
SPrtK) 
HPREV X WALTOCI) 
MRREV . I 
APREV z ZERO 
RKSTEP a 3 
KSTEP = 10 
NGOOD - ± 
CALL RTIMAT 
SI a RE/R 
CALL AZRAN(S*S(1)SICS(2))SI*1S3),T? 
WE P O, 
wN v 0, 







... . . 
VT(i) - RTI1)*S± * RT(2)S2 t RTI(3)#S16• 
VT(R) - RTIX4)aS1 * RI()*S2 * RTI(6)*St61 
VT(S) a RTIf).SI A RTI(8)*S2 t RT(?)*St6i 








ARt c VT(2) 
AR2 a VY11) 
AIM a DATANZA81iAO2S 















93302 01 1t;25i75 18;162 LABEL SPENT AE 4 . 
$27 CALL ?PSTEP0$500S60.
 
128 60 CALL RK4$6, 0LV3D)

129 IfN(ALSLTH1M 00 TO 70
lip. PAL j,-SjE?(S60tS6b) 
..
 
131 70 CALL PCAL 










1 3 8 P R I N T 1 0 2 0 -. .. . .... .. ....... ...
 
139 %O5 DO VIU KAtNVP
 












14 ±000 FORhIAT(IW±,HMAYA WiULoPS FLIGHT aSK'!Mj7 3H MI009 IVS1iD.Vtr -
-- - -­147 ;GNAJ//J7W tAJEeTRY SUMMARY ... .. . ..
 
148 1201 FORMiTLI I) ...... . ... .....
 | ,A80,h rajm
149 1010 FORMAT(13H VEH1CLF tPARfN 0.0'* LAs 

$10 iT VEWfLE),ti1iH LAUNCH A2 a ir7;2:,g5-j9,'f 
­
$31 1011 FORMAT(13H WIND I t4HZERO)
 
152 1214 FORfAT(13H WIRD iNO.ROy INOEE) 'DOT*, F7;2;$H 

156 10(5 FORMAT(13H EJARTH * ;±4MROYATNGMUEL )
 
157 ±016 FORMAT(///tIV H2SWIN0 iNPOT bAA;/i4HiR 0NA" YAB0I RUT WFI, '..
 
158 ;O R SPN T STA E I .. ..... . . .. ....... ..... . . . .... .... ... . . .. .
159 107 FORMAT(li;3HDEVAI66 01NT-OUT R9WiN " x .,2fr? t-----------------............... 
iea. Y0/13MAHE I M eIllVHIC E-LAW"OW 9" 14i~~H ill______________161 5 H U ITS An7 ra-S34BI GR -EExAUP. RAN NM) AN- -CCtIe 
162 1020.F8nMAT 3x,SHS E A 7 0 $749tt6Hi1T A C .. . . .163 e.h90Xi77cIW6)j11fxR ILO 7/HLAUNcH l1- --t;4-1iHRMj6;14TIMEflH ­164 ,OWT*6XISMALTe ", HAA GE6i~~; RV---MLf 




ids 1030 FOMTP 05F1.It 2FO1 S 
-














CALCULATES TRAUE0TbRES FOR WIND E.FECTS, 





' 2T9RNAL SOLQ3D,9OLVSD 
CDmMON/STORQI/ XetZ IR,RX*ALTS HL! - - -
COMMON/STOR05/ VY($)dVA(8)YVL,ACc;v0QMVC ... 






















ItO KSTEP a 6 
290 CALL RCNC6,0OL3D)..
IF(VT( 3 ) ;LT;0,0I T020-. -.. 
KSTEP c 2 
300 CALL PCMI6,$DLV3D) 
CALL IPSTEP$3OO;s400)
400 CALL RK4(6, gOL93) 
IFCALT ,LT, ML!M) 60 TO 50Q 
CALL IP$EPt$40-;$A-f011 
500 CALL IPCAL 
RETURN 
END 
• -_ .. 
99849 01 31-21-76 ±3.8aw3 LBEL- TP-RINT PAGE- .1 
... SUBROUTIN4E TR!NTCK.L.) 
'0. DETAILI1 PR;'T..IJUT orTHE TRA4EcToRY. TPR4NT 
4 ~INTESER MKSTSP 
__ 
- - REAL LATL,L2IIQLLAT,L.ONa,MASSMPHOP~dPL,MDOT;NACHLCG,LCP.Iyy,MSEP 
0DOIJBLE PRECISIO IPS,DPC,ARi.ARZ 
7 OIIIENS ION C913(2)
.8 COIAHON/ST)R8LI ZflO,0NE,PI,aPI,I1PI,Tej.Ccrvg) 
iq - CCNMON/STJRAI1/ XQbYO,ZO,f.RXYDAkT,SRMHLIM 
U . CO~tlON/STOR94/ GDLATL, LATLeaLONGLtTHE1YAL, PHIL;GLAT&ATLNl 4THETA# 
- , PHTGAHAL,PsII.,GAIA,PWiELGOL;AZOIDL,ELnD,AZGDEL, 
. 
14 AZ,SRA Z 
14 OOMMON/STO0R89/ VT(3),VA(3)sVEL.4ACC,VILIHDVLIM 
. 
14 ..4a.$ONISIORG&I, RTJ . ----.-.- -9--. -­ ___­
14 COHIION/STORO.AI T.TT,TNP1,DTLA.OTAI,TUO.RIKsTEp,EPBIG,EPTINy, 
-
17 DNIN,CI4AX,KSTEP,NGOOOisCOLIMQN/STORO8/ SC 4) S C±4,5),DPS$14) OPC±14 ) ERWU.AhSPC6,2U?
09 COMMON/S10R09, MASS,I4PROP,NPL,SUI1(32),NDOT,THR.M4ACHICA,AD,2S, 
23 -. L)PS,CMP,lLCG,LCP,IYY;SY,SZ I 
24. COMMON/STORIa/ WE,I4M.MLAS-T,W1hW.WNIAZALWAHtIS.4-Nta.aE3U10al... 
2 AL?WC~lO),VEL2(10Q),VVLNC1O0)
24 COMMON/STnRta, NPMAX .NSMAXNPL#NANG,NVARMP,NPi,JSPENT,JS.JSC, NOON 
24 COIMUN/STOR±4/ ITAPE1,ITAPE2,ITAL'S3,ITAPE4,IPRINTIpVNCHINnEx
25 CONMMON "PFST;'4SEP.NSP,NM(±4) ,KSEC29).I3ASS;'T3n,TAVCMJANO(6l,,B(4),
26 . , PL'H(28) PH?(321 .TSEPc32) ,tSEPt323 ,TSPC2O) ,SPtI(2o1tA99,1AL-... 
-




29 CAI.L rx0RT(71,4,±.a) 
33 IF(Ir4DEV .EQ. 0) PRINT 1000D, CSPSIPRJNT)
3J. 1 T 
3R IFlI EQ0. 01 DO To, ± 
33-
-IF (.4L- .4,.1) GO T9.1 
----
___-
-34 IFK ,El, I9IMEV) RETJRN 
35± IPREV aT 
36 INDEX a INDEX * I 
37 IFtMODdTIflEX,.38).uO,n) PRINT 10011, C Pt2) 
38 C 
19----- -- TA-9 0-. 
... -- - - - -- - --..-
- -- -4a IF(T wGT, TROI GO TO 15 - -
4 ARI mS0MTCVA(2)*0 2 + VA(3)o*2)4RAR2 MARS(VA(I)) 










2-Il = NTIZ)*oS± f.1.. 2.S2 * 
VT(2) P RT!L4).Si * RTIC5)*S2 f KTI(Z)*S(6) ; WE 
V7131 a RTI(7)*S1 * RTI(8)*S2 t RTI(II*S(6 
45 VTtl) ; VT(±) * W! 
VT(2) = VT(2) * WR . 
-­














- ELE x DATAN4AP/AR2) 
ARI VT(2)
AQ a ~ & . . . . . .. 
AZT 4 IJTA.A2CAR1,4R2) 
!FCAZI,LT,2)AZI.AZI*TPI 





. = RE/R 
CALL ALRAN(Sos(lhSs(2l$*S(i),T 
xa .5*QS;/9t3) -
~~QAEA-A 4*E,%aF( D ............... 
- . 












ACC Z 0, 
J a -2 
DO 20 I:1,3 
J;t' 
3 9 RTI(J)F(4,Kl + RTI(J+I)24E.(K) *.RTI(J2)F.6,K) -
-... O GAagA2)a( IRTLJJSLZ4RIL .J±1tI * t24) -.. 
2,00eE$Ao(RTI(J.I).S(41-RTICJ)tS(5f 
ACC ; ACC + 9%062 
COtNTINUE 
ACC I SQaT(AeC. 







. 100 FORMAT( A 1 TI9E RANGE BEARING ALTITUDE FLT/EL FLY/AZ VEL 
. ,oCITY ACC JACH THRUST DRAG D/P E .,ETA QALFk WEIGHT WIN. 
.... . . O W ItnEIrt/) . . ..... . ..... . ....... 
FOjrDRMAT(lX.F!.2.2F.,2. o.Ot,2B+2,ElTh04MLEt6.2Lra4 0=r.QUa a2  ,F40-
.. 
. . .... 
-.... 
. . . 
82 .... RETURN 
83 END 
93302 01 21.25 75 18,170 LABEL CONST PAGE 


















WAZ = AMOD(WNAZ PITPI) 
ALTW(1) V ALOW 
ALTl(2) a ALOW * 0.1 
11 ALTWI(3)= AHIGH 
12 VELE() = 0 
13 VELE(2 a WINDOSIN(WAZ) 

































































.25.75 lSiF72 LABEL ITffRP PAGE 
SUBROUTINE NTERP 
INTERPOLATES NORTH AMD EAST WIND COMPS FROM YTABLE, 
INTEPER ORD 0 .. .. . ....-.. . .. ._-_ 
CGMON/STOR$O/ XS,0 OASXTNT RP . 
7ALTW *00i9, 18Oi.VrLNC1 I 
COt1MON/STORLX/ KeRVV#WPREVZMP Ey#AREVLPREVii4?yVPREVC14, 
Oe8DIR114) 
EOUIVALENCEtALUAj[ .. .. .­0 
M = HPREV 
IP(A,8TALT~tMI AN~i AtLE'.ALflI(N*EPI GQ OtOA.­
;OT i(A .X I AST)I Go TO 220 
INA ',LT, ALTWb1)) *S TO 2;0 
Ir(A APREVt ...aA;± . ....-.---
100 J 2 
__ 
±10 
GO TO 120 Js w N+1 
JE a MLAST 
120 DO 130 ,J2JBAUE--
4SAVE - J 
IF(A ;LT. ALTWbJI) 
130 CONTINUE 




- ---­ ___ 
200 HRREV M.AREV!AA -
(RGA-ALTWUIH*(ALTWH4I-ALYItM)
WE a VELE(C) A FBAe.tVELE(c8.t)-vIV ( 5,. 
WN P VELN(M) + FdAt00VELN(M+I-yVLN(N)l -
210 RETURN 
220 NE a 0. 
NN O 0, ....... .. . . ..... 
RETURN 
END 
